
♦ ♦ ♦ 877, 79th Texas Legislature, Regular Session (2005), and as a 
result the basis for the rule no longer exists. 
The Department received no comments regarding the repeals. 
The repeals are adopted under Section 12.016 of the Texas Agri-
culture Code, which provides that the Department may adopt 
rules as necessary for the administration of its powers and du-
ties under the Texas Agriculture Code and Section 110.002 of 
the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Code, which authorizes the De-
partment to adopt rules as necessary to implement the Texas 
Wine Marketing Assistance Program. 
The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-
tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-
thority. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 6, 2022. 
TRD-202204006 
Skyler Shafer 
Assistant General Counsel 
Texas Department of Agriculture 
Effective date: October 26, 2022 
Proposal publication date: September 2, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-9360 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

SUBCHAPTER H. TEXAS SHRIMP 
MARKETING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
4 TAC §17.400, §17.401 

The Texas Department of Agriculture (Department) adopts the 
repeal of 4 Texas Administrative Code §17.400, concerning Def-
initions and §17.401, concerning Shrimp Marketing Assistance 
Program. The repeals are adopted without changes to the pro-
posed text as published in the September 2, 2022, issue of the 
Texas Register (47 TexReg 5184) and will not be republished. 
The Department identified the need for the repeals during its 
rule review of Chapter 17, Subchapter H, conducted pursuant 
to Texas Government Code §2001.039. 
The repeals of §17.400 and §17.401 are adopted because the 
rules unnecessarily duplicate text found within Texas Agriculture 
Code, Chapter 47 and no business reason for the rules exists. 
The Department received no comments regarding the repeals. 
The repeals are adopted under Section 12.016 of the Texas Agri-
culture Code, which provides that the Department may adopt 
rules as necessary for the administration of its powers and du-
ties under the Texas Agriculture Code. 
The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-
tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-
thority. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 6, 2022. 
TRD-202204007 
Skyler Shafer 
Assistant General Counsel 
Texas Department of Agriculture 
Effective date: October 26, 2022 
Proposal publication date: September 2, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-9360 

PART 5. STATE SEED AND PLANT 
BOARD 

CHAPTER 81. CERTIFICATION 
PROCEDURES 
4 TAC §81.2 

The Texas Department of Agriculture (Department), on behalf of 
the State Seed and Plant Board (Board), adopts the repeal of 
Title 4, Part 5, Chapter 81, concerning Certification Procedures, 
§81.2. The repeal is adopted without changes to the proposed 
text as published in the September 2, 2022, issue of the Texas 
Register (47 TexReg 5185) and will not be republished. 
The Board identified the need for the repeal during its rule review 
conducted pursuant to Texas Government Code, §2001.039. 
The repeal is necessary because the provisions of its single rule, 
§81.2, involving instructions for submitting seed certification 
applications and ordering certification labels, are outdated and 
no longer applicable. Current instructions are located on the 
Seed Quality Program's webpage of the Department's website. 
No comments concerning the proposed repeal of this chapter 
were received. 
The repeal is adopted under Texas Agriculture Code, §62.004, 
which allows the Board to establish standards of genetic purity 
and identity, consistent with federal law, for classes of certified 
seeds and plants, as the Board deems appropriate; and §62.005, 
which confers discretionary authority on the Board to adopt re-
lated rules. 
The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-
tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-
thority. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 5, 2022. 
TRD-202204000 
Skyler Shafer 
Assistant General Counsel 
State Seed and Plant Board 
Effective date: October 25, 2022 
Proposal publication date: September 2, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-9360 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

CHAPTER 82. ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROCEDURES 
SUBCHAPTER A. PROCEDURES FOR 
MEETING BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
CALL 
4 TAC §§82.1 - 82.5 

The Texas Department of Agriculture (Department), on behalf of 
the State Seed and Plant Board (Board), adopts the repeal of Ti-
tle 4, Part 5, Chapter 82, concerning Administrative Procedures 
§§82.1 - 82.5. The repeal is adopted without changes to the pro-
posed text as published in the September 2, 2022, issue of the 
Texas Register (47 TexReg 5185) and will not be republished. 
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The Board identified the need for the repeal during its rule review 
conducted pursuant to Texas Government Code, §2001.039. 
The repeal of Chapter 82 is adopted because it unnecessarily 
duplicates provisions contained in Texas Agriculture Code, 
§62.0021 (Meetings by Telephone Conference Call). 
No comments concerning the proposed repeal of this chapter 
were received. 
The repeal is adopted under Section 62.0021 of the Texas 
Agriculture Code, which allows the State Seed and Plant Board 
to conduct meetings by telephone conference call and Section 
2001.004 of the Texas Government Code, which requires state 
agencies to adopt rules of practice and procedures. 
The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-
tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-
thority. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 5, 2022. 
TRD-202203999 
Skyler Shafer 
Assistant General Counsel 
State Seed and Plant Board 
Effective date: October 25, 2022 
Proposal publication date: September 2, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 936-9360 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
TITLE 7. BANKING AND SECURITIES 

PART 7. STATE SECURITIES BOARD 

CHAPTER 101. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
7 TAC §101.9 

The Texas State Securities Board adopts new rule §101.9, con-
cerning Vendor Protest Procedures, without changes to the pro-
posed text as published in the June 24, 2022, issue of the Texas 
Register (47 TexReg 3613). The new rule will not be republished. 
The new rule establishes the Agency's protest review and appeal 
process and identifies the rules and requirements of both Agency 
staff and the protesting party as required by §2155.076 of the 
Government Code. 
The rule provides consistent standards for filing and resolving a 
vendor protest. 
No comments were received regarding adoption of the new rule. 
The new rule is adopted under the authority of the Texas Gov-
ernment Code, §§4002.151 and 2155.076. Section 4002.151 
provides the Board with the authority to adopt rules as neces-
sary to implement the provisions of the Texas Securities Act, 
including rules governing registration statements, applications, 
notices, and reports; defining terms; classifying securities, per-
sons, and matters within its jurisdiction; and prescribing different 
requirements for different classes. Section 2155.076 requires 
state agencies to adopt by rule vendor protest procedures. 
The adopted new rule affects: none applicable. 
The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-
tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-
thority. 

Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 10, 
2022. 
TRD-202204043 
Travis J. Iles 
Securities Commissioner 
State Securities Board 
Effective date: October 30, 2022 
Proposal publication date: June 24, 2022 
For further information, please call: (512) 305-8303 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

CHAPTER 133. FORMS 
7 TAC §§133.5 - 133.7, 133.12, 133.13, 133.16, 133.18, 
133.26, 133.27, 133.29, 133.30, 133.34, 133.36 

The Texas State Securities Board adopts the repeal of thirteen 
rules, concerning forms adopted by reference. Specifically, the 
Board adopts the repeal of §133.5, a form concerning Sec-
ondary Trading Exemption Notice; §133.6, a form concerning 
Secondary Trading Exemption Renewal Notice; §133.7, a form 
concerning Application for Registration of Securities; §133.12, 
a form concerning Renewal Application for Mutual Funds and 
Other Continuous Offerings; §133.13, a form concerning Appli-
cation for Renewal Permit; §133.16, a form concerning Texas 
Crowdfunding Portal Withdrawal of Registration; §133.18, a 
form concerning Certification of Balance Sheet by Principal 
Financial Officer; §133.26, a form concerning Request for De-
termination of Money Market Fund Status for Federal Covered 
Securities; §133.27, a form concerning Year-End Report of 
Sales of Federal Covered Securities by a Money Market Fund 
(Pursuant to §123.3); §133.29, a form concerning Intrastate 
Exemption Notice; §133.30, a form concerning Information 
Concerning Projected Market Prices and Related Market In-
formation; §133.34, a form concerning Undertaking Regarding 
Non-Issuer Sales; and §133.36, a form concerning Request 
for Reduced Fees for Certain Persons Registered in Multiple 
Capacities, without changes to the proposed text as published 
in the June 24, 2022, issue of the Texas Register (47 TexReg 
3614). The repealed rules will not be republished. 
The repealed forms contain references to the former version 
of the Texas Securities Act (formerly located in Vernon's Civil 
Statutes). New replacement forms that contain references to 
both the former version of the Act and to the codified version 
are being currently adopted. 
Thirteen existing forms containing outdated references to the for-
mer version of the Act have been eliminated so they can be re-
placed. 
No comments were received regarding adoption of the repeals. 
The repeals are adopted under the authority of the Texas 
Government Code, §4002.151. Section 4002.151 provides 
the Board with the authority to adopt rules as necessary to 
implement the provisions of the Texas Securities Act, including 
rules governing registration statements, applications, notices, 
and reports; defining terms; classifying securities, persons, and 
matters within its jurisdiction; and prescribing different require-
ments for different classes. The repeal of rule §133.36 is also 
adopted under the authority of the Texas Government Code, 
§4006.102(b). Section 4006.102(b) provides the Board with the 
authority to adopt rules reducing fees for persons registered in 
two or more capacities. 
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	Continuing Contracts, and Subchapter E, Term Contracts. Dis-tricts may still claim exemptions for specific provisions in those subchapters. The adopted amendment to the figure also re-moves TEC, §44.903, Energy Efficient Light Bulbs in Instruc-tional Facilities, which was repealed by Senate Bill (SB) 668 and SB 1376, 86th Texas Legislature, 2019, and is no longer avail-able for exemption. The adopted amendment to §102.1307(g) requires the district to provide to TEA a link to the local innovation plan as pos
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	ically identified in their district's local innovation plan that inhibit a goal of the plan and how it inhibits the goal. Response: The agency disagrees and provides the following clarification. Since the agency has a duty to report the exemp-tions per statute, the reporting list is intended to aid districts in identifying exempted provisions and provide commonality across the state. Additionally, each innovation plan is already required to state the provisions of the TEC that inhibit the goals of the plan.
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	§37.002, it, along with the remaining subsections of TEC, §37.006, remains an allowable exemption. Comment: TCTA noted that the proposed addition of §102.1309(b)(3) is too broadly written and fails to provide sufficient notice to school districts regarding prohibited statutory exemptions. TCTA recommended that, unless the language can be tightened to better convey the meaning of the proposal, it be eliminated. Response: The agency disagrees and provides the following clarification. The rule primarily provid
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	STATUTORY AUTHORITY. The amendment is adopted under Texas Education Code (TEC), §7.028(a)(2), which authorizes the Texas Education Agency to monitor compliance with state grant requirements; and TEC, §39.056(a), which authorizes the commissioner of education to direct the agency to conduct mon-itoring reviews and random on-site visits of a school district or charter school as authorized by TEC, §7.028. CROSS REFERENCE TO STATUTE. The amendment im-plements Texas Education Code (TEC), §7.028(a)(2) and §39.056
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	one-hour primary standard, effective August 23, 2010 (75 Fed-eral Register (FR) 35520). SO2 pollution results from the direct emissions from sources (not as a result of chemical interactions of various compounds in the air) and concentrations of SOare generally expected to be highest closerto2   emission sources and lowest further away, due to dispersion of emissions in the air. Therefore, this adopted rule establishes site and source specific SOensureattainment2 emission limits and associated requirements 
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	model attainment, as indicated in the concurrently adopted SIP revisions for Howard, Hutchinson, and Navarro Counties. The FCAA, §172(c)(1), requires that nonattainment area SIP re-visions also incorporate all reasonably available control mea-sures (RACM), including reasonably available control technol-ogy (RACT), for sources of relevant pollutants. The EPA ex-plains in its April 23, 2014, memorandum Guidance for 1-Hour SO2 Nonattainment Area SIP Submissions (2014 SOance)2SIP guid- that states should consid
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	sion limits and associated requirements, the adopted rules con-tain prohibitions on changing an EPN designation for the sources subject to these rules. The Howard County SOnonattainment area designated by the EPA consists of a portion2  of Howard County. The Alon USA LP's (Alon) Alon USA Big Spring Refinery site (Alon USA Big Spring Refinery), the Tokai Carbon CB LTD's (Tokai) Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant site (Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant), and BHER Power Resources Inc's (BHER) C R Wing Co-ge
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	such as concrete and asphalt, and is the site covered in Sub-chapter G. Throughout the rules at adoption, changes are made to correct typographical errors, punctuation, and the use of acronyms within each section, consistent with Texas Register require-ments. Additionally, the designation of sources is made consistent by citing the name of the source first followed by its EPN in parentheses, except for caps from flexible permits that do not name the cap or individual EPNs and a fugitive emissions EPN that i
	such as concrete and asphalt, and is the site covered in Sub-chapter G. Throughout the rules at adoption, changes are made to correct typographical errors, punctuation, and the use of acronyms within each section, consistent with Texas Register require-ments. Additionally, the designation of sources is made consistent by citing the name of the source first followed by its EPN in parentheses, except for caps from flexible permits that do not name the cap or individual EPNs and a fugitive emissions EPN that i
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	needed to demonstrate attainment. The lower emission rates were used in the attainment demonstration modeling, which also used corresponding stack parameters supplied by the compa-nies for each emissions point where SO2 is emitted. Modeling was conducted to determine which specific sources have emis-sions that contribute at a level greater than the SIL of 3 ppb (i.e., 7.85 µg/m3) to the modeled design value concentrations at any receptor in the Howard County SOnonattainment area. If the source had acontribu
	needed to demonstrate attainment. The lower emission rates were used in the attainment demonstration modeling, which also used corresponding stack parameters supplied by the compa-nies for each emissions point where SO2 is emitted. Modeling was conducted to determine which specific sources have emis-sions that contribute at a level greater than the SIL of 3 ppb (i.e., 7.85 µg/m3) to the modeled design value concentrations at any receptor in the Howard County SOnonattainment area. If the source had acontribu




	name and EPN switched at adoption for consistency. Permit 49154 currently has an emission limit of 669.90 pounds per hour (lb/hr) SO2 for the FCCU (EPN 06ESPPCV). Alon committed to reduce the FCCU maximum SO2 emission limit to 250.00 lb/hr on a seven-day rolling average. This number was determined by applying a discount factor to 280.90 lb/hr, which was the number used in the attainment demonstration modeling. Alon submit-ted 2017 through 2020 FCCU continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) emissions dat
	name and EPN switched at adoption for consistency. Permit 49154 currently has an emission limit of 669.90 pounds per hour (lb/hr) SO2 for the FCCU (EPN 06ESPPCV). Alon committed to reduce the FCCU maximum SO2 emission limit to 250.00 lb/hr on a seven-day rolling average. This number was determined by applying a discount factor to 280.90 lb/hr, which was the number used in the attainment demonstration modeling. Alon submit-ted 2017 through 2020 FCCU continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) emissions dat
	used for the emissions variability analysis to arrive at a final SOemissions limit on a seven-day rolling average. Specifically,the2   99th percentile of the one-hour pounds per hour data was ob-tained as well as the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling av-erage pounds per hour data. The ratio of the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling average data to the 99th percentile of the one-hour data was then calculated to develop a discount factor to be applied to the one-hour CEV limit to arrive at the fi
	used for the emissions variability analysis to arrive at a final SOemissions limit on a seven-day rolling average. Specifically,the2   99th percentile of the one-hour pounds per hour data was ob-tained as well as the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling av-erage pounds per hour data. The ratio of the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling average data to the 99th percentile of the one-hour data was then calculated to develop a discount factor to be applied to the one-hour CEV limit to arrive at the fi
	used for the emissions variability analysis to arrive at a final SOemissions limit on a seven-day rolling average. Specifically,the2   99th percentile of the one-hour pounds per hour data was ob-tained as well as the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling av-erage pounds per hour data. The ratio of the 99th percentile of the seven-day rolling average data to the 99th percentile of the one-hour data was then calculated to develop a discount factor to be applied to the one-hour CEV limit to arrive at the fi
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	lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 750.01 lb/hr for no more than five calendar days each year; and 4) the South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) can emit SOin the following ranges: 118.71 lb/hr ormore2   but less than 250.01 lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 500.01 lb/hr for no more than 12 calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 500.01
	lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 750.01 lb/hr for no more than five calendar days each year; and 4) the South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) can emit SOin the following ranges: 118.71 lb/hr ormore2   but less than 250.01 lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 500.01 lb/hr for no more than 12 calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 500.01
	lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 750.01 lb/hr for no more than five calendar days each year; and 4) the South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) can emit SOin the following ranges: 118.71 lb/hr ormore2   but less than 250.01 lb/hr for no more than four calendar days each year, can operate in the range of 250.01 lb/hr or more but less than 500.01 lb/hr for no more than 12 calendar days each year, and can operate in the range of 500.01
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	rate division, to avoid constraining the options of the executive director, and to conform to Texas Register and Texas Legislative Drafting Council requirements. Adopted new §112.102(i)(1) specifies that use of the AMOC pro-visions does not change the owner or operator's responsibility to comply with permit requirements for new construction or modifi-cations of sources. Adopted new §112.102(i)(2) describes the criteria for applying for an AMOC plan. Subparagraph (A) provides that the owner or operator of a 
	rate division, to avoid constraining the options of the executive director, and to conform to Texas Register and Texas Legislative Drafting Council requirements. Adopted new §112.102(i)(1) specifies that use of the AMOC pro-visions does not change the owner or operator's responsibility to comply with permit requirements for new construction or modifi-cations of sources. Adopted new §112.102(i)(2) describes the criteria for applying for an AMOC plan. Subparagraph (A) provides that the owner or operator of a 


	ments of paragraph (3); clause (v) specifies the information to be provided concerning the air pollution control program(s) with jurisdiction; and clause (vi) specifies that any other relevant in-formation requested by the executive director must be provided. Subparagraph (C) provides that the representations made for an AMOC plan become enforceable requirements upon approval of the plan by the executive director and the EPA, including emis-sion limits, control requirements, monitoring, testing, reporting, 
	paper closest to the site requesting the AMOC plan. Subpara-graph (B) requires that the notice include the application number assigned by the executive director for the AMOC plan, the appli-cant's name, the type of source(s) and site covered in the AMOC, the location of the site, a brief description of the AMOC plan, the executive director's preliminary determination of approval, the location where copies of the proposed AMOC and related doc-umentation and the executive director's preliminary analysis are a
	paper closest to the site requesting the AMOC plan. Subpara-graph (B) requires that the notice include the application number assigned by the executive director for the AMOC plan, the appli-cant's name, the type of source(s) and site covered in the AMOC, the location of the site, a brief description of the AMOC plan, the executive director's preliminary determination of approval, the location where copies of the proposed AMOC and related doc-umentation and the executive director's preliminary analysis are a


	emission limit, a requirement to have a temperature monitor is added at adoption. Because the monitors must have sufficient accuracy to demonstrate compliance with the new emission limit, an accuracy requirement is added at adoption for each component of the monitoring system. Because EPN 06ESPPCV is not subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja, which is where the cited provision is codified, language is added at adoption to clarify that the monitoring provisions in §60.105a(g)(1), (2), and (5) apply, regardle
	emission limit, a requirement to have a temperature monitor is added at adoption. Because the monitors must have sufficient accuracy to demonstrate compliance with the new emission limit, an accuracy requirement is added at adoption for each component of the monitoring system. Because EPN 06ESPPCV is not subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja, which is where the cited provision is codified, language is added at adoption to clarify that the monitoring provisions in §60.105a(g)(1), (2), and (5) apply, regardle
	emission limit, a requirement to have a temperature monitor is added at adoption. Because the monitors must have sufficient accuracy to demonstrate compliance with the new emission limit, an accuracy requirement is added at adoption for each component of the monitoring system. Because EPN 06ESPPCV is not subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja, which is where the cited provision is codified, language is added at adoption to clarify that the monitoring provisions in §60.105a(g)(1), (2), and (5) apply, regardle
	method available. Because a new §112.103(5) is added at adop-tion, the word "and" is added at the end of §112.103(4). A new provision is added at adoption as §112.103(5) based on comments to allow the executive director of the agency to ap-prove minor modifications of monitoring methods. As in the sim-ilar provision in 30 TAC §115.725(m), executive director approval and validation of the modified method using 40 CFR Part 63, Ap-pendix A, Test Method 301, as applicable, is required for a mod-ified monitoring
	method available. Because a new §112.103(5) is added at adop-tion, the word "and" is added at the end of §112.103(4). A new provision is added at adoption as §112.103(5) based on comments to allow the executive director of the agency to ap-prove minor modifications of monitoring methods. As in the sim-ilar provision in 30 TAC §115.725(m), executive director approval and validation of the modified method using 40 CFR Part 63, Ap-pendix A, Test Method 301, as applicable, is required for a mod-ified monitoring


	At adoption, a new §112.105(d) is added that specifies that flares must use the test methods and procedures in 40 CFR §60.104a, and the subsequent subsection is re-lettered ac-cordingly. Adopted new §112.105(e), which was proposed as §112.105(d), allows the use of alternate methods after approval by the executive director and the EPA. This provision is intended to allow the approval of minor changes to the cited methods. §112.106, Recordkeeping Requirements The commission adopts new §112.106 to specify the 
	system audit of all their sources covered in Division 1 and send a report of the results to the TCEQ executive director within 90 days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances oc-curred, a review of the hourly mass emissions from each SOsource, the wind speed and direction at themonitor2   with the NAAQS exceedance, and any emissions events that may have occurred. B
	system audit of all their sources covered in Division 1 and send a report of the results to the TCEQ executive director within 90 days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances oc-curred, a review of the hourly mass emissions from each SOsource, the wind speed and direction at themonitor2   with the NAAQS exceedance, and any emissions events that may have occurred. B


	proposed as §112.112(a), which would have required approval for changing the RN, is removed at adoption. This will eliminate the need for a SIP revision if the RN changes. Based on comments, the last sentence of §112.110(a) is re-moved. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply because their removal from the SIP must be ap-proved by the EPA, which was the intent of the proposed lan-guage. The rules are enforceable by the TCEQ alone until the EPA approves and incorporates the rules into 
	proposed as §112.112(a), which would have required approval for changing the RN, is removed at adoption. This will eliminate the need for a SIP revision if the RN changes. Based on comments, the last sentence of §112.110(a) is re-moved. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply because their removal from the SIP must be ap-proved by the EPA, which was the intent of the proposed lan-guage. The rules are enforceable by the TCEQ alone until the EPA approves and incorporates the rules into 
	proposed as §112.112(a), which would have required approval for changing the RN, is removed at adoption. This will eliminate the need for a SIP revision if the RN changes. Based on comments, the last sentence of §112.110(a) is re-moved. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply because their removal from the SIP must be ap-proved by the EPA, which was the intent of the proposed lan-guage. The rules are enforceable by the TCEQ alone until the EPA approves and incorporates the rules into 
	Adopted new §112.112(a), which was proposed as §112.112(b), provides the emission limits for sources at the Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant, which has three carbon black production units: Production Unit 1 consists of five furnaces and three dry-ers; Production Unit 2 consists of four furnaces and two dryers; and Production Unit 3 consists of four furnaces and two dry-ers. Emissions of SO2 associated with tail gas produced by Pro-duction Units 1 and 2 vent through EPN 7A, EPN 13A, or EPN FLARE 4. Emissi

	during any part of an hour can be calculated using the equation in Figure 30 TAC §112.112(b)(2). This equation is based on the minute-by-minute changes in the number of furnaces operating during the hour. The commission adopts new §112.112(c), which was proposed as §112.112(d), to specify that the determination of the maxi-mum emission rate for each EPN is based on a block one-hour average. New §112.112(d) is added at adoption for clarity that the emission cap identified in Figure 30 TAC §112.112(a) is the 
	new §112.113(a) is changed at adoption to clarify that the calcu-lations are to be done by each production unit by changing "from" to "by" and to require calculation of emissions from an individual production unit using the equation in Figure 30 TAC §112.113(a). Adopted new §112.113(b) requires calculating actual emissions rates from each EPN subject to an emission limit under §112.112 using the equation in Figure 30 TAC §112.113(b), which is rewrit-ten in a to account for the spilt of tail gas from each pr
	new §112.113(a) is changed at adoption to clarify that the calcu-lations are to be done by each production unit by changing "from" to "by" and to require calculation of emissions from an individual production unit using the equation in Figure 30 TAC §112.113(a). Adopted new §112.113(b) requires calculating actual emissions rates from each EPN subject to an emission limit under §112.112 using the equation in Figure 30 TAC §112.113(b), which is rewrit-ten in a to account for the spilt of tail gas from each pr


	proposed as §112.113(e)(6), specifies the ratio of the quantities in paragraphs (2) and (3) as variable "πdryer ", with changes madeat adoption to specify that the data points are for each production unit and to remove the citation to paragraph (4) that is removed at adoption. The variables defined as these ratios are used to establish the split coefficients applied to emissions from the pro-duction units to estimate the emissions from each stack. The commission adopts §112.113(f) to require that the contin
	proposed as §112.113(e)(6), specifies the ratio of the quantities in paragraphs (2) and (3) as variable "πdryer ", with changes madeat adoption to specify that the data points are for each production unit and to remove the citation to paragraph (4) that is removed at adoption. The variables defined as these ratios are used to establish the split coefficients applied to emissions from the pro-duction units to estimate the emissions from each stack. The commission adopts §112.113(f) to require that the contin
	proposed as §112.113(e)(6), specifies the ratio of the quantities in paragraphs (2) and (3) as variable "πdryer ", with changes madeat adoption to specify that the data points are for each production unit and to remove the citation to paragraph (4) that is removed at adoption. The variables defined as these ratios are used to establish the split coefficients applied to emissions from the pro-duction units to estimate the emissions from each stack. The commission adopts §112.113(f) to require that the contin
	requires that additional performance testing be done if requested by the executive director using specified federal methods and cri-teria in the test methods in adopted new §112.115. Adopted new §112.114(e) specifies that performance testing every five years is not required if a CEMS is used to monitor emissions. §112.115, Approved Test Methods The commission adopts new §112.115 to specify the test meth-ods required to comply with the testing requirements in adopted new §112.114. The test methods relate to 

	to "each minute of each block one-hour period" because of the changes made at adoption in §112.112(b) for determining emission limits based on the minute-by-minute changes in the number of furnaces operating. In §112.116(6)(B), a clause is added at adoption to require records of the calculations in adopted §112.112(b). For completeness in §112.116(6)(C), the monitoring records are expanded to include all information iden-tified in §112.113 rather than only the factors used in calculating actual emissions. A
	days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances oc-curred, a review of the hourly mass emissions from each SOsource, the wind speed and direction at the monitor withthe2   NAAQS exceedance, and any emissions events that may have occurred. Based on comments that the basis for an EPA finding of failure to attain would affect the information that is useful in determining
	days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances oc-curred, a review of the hourly mass emissions from each SOsource, the wind speed and direction at the monitor withthe2   NAAQS exceedance, and any emissions events that may have occurred. Based on comments that the basis for an EPA finding of failure to attain would affect the information that is useful in determining


	the TCEQ. If the TCEQ removes provisions from the rule, those provisions stop being enforceable by the TCEQ on the effective date of the rule change but remain enforceable by the EPA until they approve the SIP revision for the removal. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applicable, during authorized MSS activity) from the NSR permit for each site or lower emission rates if n
	the TCEQ. If the TCEQ removes provisions from the rule, those provisions stop being enforceable by the TCEQ on the effective date of the rule change but remain enforceable by the EPA until they approve the SIP revision for the removal. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applicable, during authorized MSS activity) from the NSR permit for each site or lower emission rates if n
	the TCEQ. If the TCEQ removes provisions from the rule, those provisions stop being enforceable by the TCEQ on the effective date of the rule change but remain enforceable by the EPA until they approve the SIP revision for the removal. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applicable, during authorized MSS activity) from the NSR permit for each site or lower emission rates if n
	ing used 1.0 lb/hr for the sulfolene handling building and trailers at that location and 0.98 lb/hr for the trailer storage area and be-cause CP Chem indicated that the adopted limits are consistent with their calculations of the maximum emissions for each area. Adopted new §112.202(b), which was proposed as §112.202(c), limits the North Flare (EPN FL-1) and South Flare (EPN FL-2) to a combined total of 430.00 lb/hr. Although the EPA commented that individual limits for the flares should be provided in the 
	ing used 1.0 lb/hr for the sulfolene handling building and trailers at that location and 0.98 lb/hr for the trailer storage area and be-cause CP Chem indicated that the adopted limits are consistent with their calculations of the maximum emissions for each area. Adopted new §112.202(b), which was proposed as §112.202(c), limits the North Flare (EPN FL-1) and South Flare (EPN FL-2) to a combined total of 430.00 lb/hr. Although the EPA commented that individual limits for the flares should be provided in the 


	because of two factors: the total weight loss from the sulfolene in the study was used in determining the sigmoidal equation, but 45.8% of weight loss is from the butadiene component rather than the SO2; and the monitored ambient temperature in the sulfolene handling building or trailer is assumed to have been transferred equally throughout the sulfolene in that area. A higher ambient temperature will take time to heat the sulfo-lene, but the heat from the sulfolene will keep the monitored temperature highe
	and validation of the modified method using 40 CFR Part 63, Ap-pendix A, Test Method 301, as applicable, is required for a mod-ified monitoring method to be used. The language specifies that minor modifications include increases of the frequency of moni-toring and replacements of parametric monitoring with a CEMS provided the quality control, quality assurance, and data valida-tion requirements and accuracy specifications are specified and are at least as stringent as required in the rules. There are no spe
	and validation of the modified method using 40 CFR Part 63, Ap-pendix A, Test Method 301, as applicable, is required for a mod-ified monitoring method to be used. The language specifies that minor modifications include increases of the frequency of moni-toring and replacements of parametric monitoring with a CEMS provided the quality control, quality assurance, and data valida-tion requirements and accuracy specifications are specified and are at least as stringent as required in the rules. There are no spe


	ing testing both make the calculations very conservative and therefore protective of the NAAQS. Adopted new §112.206(2) requires that the company maintain records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares and the emission rates calculated from this monitoring as well as the periods of time that each flare was in use. The records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares, the calculated emissions, and the periods of time that each flare was in use are sufficient 
	ing testing both make the calculations very conservative and therefore protective of the NAAQS. Adopted new §112.206(2) requires that the company maintain records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares and the emission rates calculated from this monitoring as well as the periods of time that each flare was in use. The records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares, the calculated emissions, and the periods of time that each flare was in use are sufficient 
	ing testing both make the calculations very conservative and therefore protective of the NAAQS. Adopted new §112.206(2) requires that the company maintain records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares and the emission rates calculated from this monitoring as well as the periods of time that each flare was in use. The records of the sulfur content and flow rates of gases sent to the flares, the calculated emissions, and the periods of time that each flare was in use are sufficient 
	to Subchapter F of the determination and that these contingency measures are triggered. The owner or operator of each com-pany must conduct a full system audit of all their sources subject to Subchapter F and send a report of the results to the TCEQ ex-ecutive director within 90 days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances occurred, a review of the hourly mass emis
	to Subchapter F of the determination and that these contingency measures are triggered. The owner or operator of each com-pany must conduct a full system audit of all their sources subject to Subchapter F and send a report of the results to the TCEQ ex-ecutive director within 90 days of the notification from the TCEQ. The audit must include at a minimum a root cause analysis of the cause(s) of the failure to attain, including for the days that monitored exceedances occurred, a review of the hourly mass emis


	date of the rule change but remain enforceable by the EPA until they approve the SIP revision for the removal. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applica-ble, during authorized MSS activities) from the NSR permit for each site or lower emission rates if needed to demonstrate at-tainment as well as emission rates provided by the company for sources to be constructed. As discu
	the AMOC provisions 30 TAC Chapter 115, Subchapter J, Di-vision 1, are appropriate to include in Subchapter F. Based on a comment received from the EPA that the only approvable re-quest for the change is a full SIP revision, proposed §112.212(e) is not adopted as proposed but is instead changed to a provision allowing the submittal of an application for an AMOC. The provi-sions for AMOCs are adopted as new §112.232(k) and cross-ref-erenced in §112.212(d). The specific AMOC rule text is adopted in Division 4
	the AMOC provisions 30 TAC Chapter 115, Subchapter J, Di-vision 1, are appropriate to include in Subchapter F. Based on a comment received from the EPA that the only approvable re-quest for the change is a full SIP revision, proposed §112.212(e) is not adopted as proposed but is instead changed to a provision allowing the submittal of an application for an AMOC. The provi-sions for AMOCs are adopted as new §112.232(k) and cross-ref-erenced in §112.212(d). The specific AMOC rule text is adopted in Division 4


	minor modifications include increases of the frequency of mon-itoring provided the quality control, quality assurance, and data validation requirements and accuracy specifications are speci-fied and are at least as stringent as required in the rules. Based on an EPA comment that testing requirements and ap-proved test methods are needed and because testing is needed under the adopted monitoring provisions, new §112.213(b) and (c) are added at adoption to provide the testing requirements and test methods to 
	minor modifications include increases of the frequency of mon-itoring provided the quality control, quality assurance, and data validation requirements and accuracy specifications are speci-fied and are at least as stringent as required in the rules. Based on an EPA comment that testing requirements and ap-proved test methods are needed and because testing is needed under the adopted monitoring provisions, new §112.213(b) and (c) are added at adoption to provide the testing requirements and test methods to 
	minor modifications include increases of the frequency of mon-itoring provided the quality control, quality assurance, and data validation requirements and accuracy specifications are speci-fied and are at least as stringent as required in the rules. Based on an EPA comment that testing requirements and ap-proved test methods are needed and because testing is needed under the adopted monitoring provisions, new §112.213(b) and (c) are added at adoption to provide the testing requirements and test methods to 
	stack parameter noncompliance and the cause(s); and a cer-tification that the information provided is accurate. A report is required regardless of whether the exceedance occurred from planned or unplanned events or during startup or shutdown. If a reportable quantity (500 pounds or more) of SO2 is released, the provisions of §101.211 also apply, as do the reporting require-ments for emissions events in §101.201 if the criteria therein are met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough
	stack parameter noncompliance and the cause(s); and a cer-tification that the information provided is accurate. A report is required regardless of whether the exceedance occurred from planned or unplanned events or during startup or shutdown. If a reportable quantity (500 pounds or more) of SO2 is released, the provisions of §101.211 also apply, as do the reporting require-ments for emissions events in §101.201 if the criteria therein are met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough


	Division 3, Requirements for the Orion Borger Carbon Black Plant §112.220, Applicability The commission adopts new §112.220 to specify that the new rules apply to sources at the Orion Borger Carbon Black Plant at which the agency has determined emissions contribute to the po-tential exceedances of the 2010 SO2 NAAQS based on modeling conducted for the concurrently adopted SIP revisions discussed elsewhere in this preamble. The adopted rule provisions in new Division 3 are site-specific and specified by the 
	The commission adopts new §112.221 to define five terms used in Division 3. The commission adopts new §112.221(1) to de-fine block one-hour average. At adoption, a definition for contin-uous monitoring is added as new §112.221(2) based on an EPA comment. The subsequent definition is renumbered. Adopted new §112.221(3), which was proposed as §112.221(2), defines the Hutchinson County SO2 nonattainment area; at adoption, the citation of the Federal Register publication is removed be-cause it is not needed. Th

	are appropriate to include in Subchapter F. Based on a comment received from the EPA that each revision to a state implemen-tation plan requires a full SIP revision, proposed §112.222(g) is not adopted as proposed but is instead changed to a provision allowing the submittal of an application for an AMOC. The provi-sions for AMOCs are adopted as new §112.232(k). The specific AMOC rule text is adopted in Division 4. §112.223, Monitoring Requirements At adoption, the wording "the owner or operator shall" is ad
	are appropriate to include in Subchapter F. Based on a comment received from the EPA that each revision to a state implemen-tation plan requires a full SIP revision, proposed §112.222(g) is not adopted as proposed but is instead changed to a provision allowing the submittal of an application for an AMOC. The provi-sions for AMOCs are adopted as new §112.232(k). The specific AMOC rule text is adopted in Division 4. §112.223, Monitoring Requirements At adoption, the wording "the owner or operator shall" is ad
	are appropriate to include in Subchapter F. Based on a comment received from the EPA that each revision to a state implemen-tation plan requires a full SIP revision, proposed §112.222(g) is not adopted as proposed but is instead changed to a provision allowing the submittal of an application for an AMOC. The provi-sions for AMOCs are adopted as new §112.232(k). The specific AMOC rule text is adopted in Division 4. §112.223, Monitoring Requirements At adoption, the wording "the owner or operator shall" is ad
	Adopted new §112.223(f) requires demonstrating compliance for the new Combined Flare (EPN CFL) by calculating actual hourly emissions via the mass balance equation in §112.223(h). At adoption, the calculation method is clarified by addition of an equation, and wording is added to specify that flared gases from all production units must be included. The new equation is added at adoption as Figure 30 TAC §112.223(f) and is a summation of the flared gas emissions from all production units with gases sent to th

	Register citations in §112.225(a) and (c) are removed at adoption because they are not needed. Adopted new §112.225(b) spec-ifies that testing of exhaust gases subject to Division 3 must be done using EPA Test Method 6 or 6C. Adopted new §112.225(c) specifies the test methods to be used for testing flare compli-ance. Adopted new §112.225(d) specifies the test methods to be used for analyzing fuels and carbon black oil for sulfur content. At adoption, ASTM Method D1945-93, which is for natural gas, and ASTM 
	pliance and the cause(s); and a certification that the information provided is accurate. A report is required regardless of whether the exceedance occurred from planned or unplanned events or during startup or shutdown. If a reportable quantity (500 pounds or more) of SO2 is released, the provisions of §101.211 also ap-ply, as do the reporting requirements for emissions events in §101.201 if the criteria therein are met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough time for sites to dete
	pliance and the cause(s); and a certification that the information provided is accurate. A report is required regardless of whether the exceedance occurred from planned or unplanned events or during startup or shutdown. If a reportable quantity (500 pounds or more) of SO2 is released, the provisions of §101.211 also ap-ply, as do the reporting requirements for emissions events in §101.201 if the criteria therein are met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough time for sites to dete


	§112.223(b), (d), (f), (h), and §112.226(1) -(6). At adoption proposed §112.228 is lettered as §112.228(b) and requires the owner or operator to comply by January 1, 2025, with the provi-sions for which additional time after June 30, 2023, is needed. At adoption, the phrase "as soon as practicable, but" is removed from before "no later than January 1, 2025" based on an EPA comment that the wording is not enforceable and other comment that the wording makes the actual compliance date uncertain. Division 4, R
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	§112.223(b), (d), (f), (h), and §112.226(1) -(6). At adoption proposed §112.228 is lettered as §112.228(b) and requires the owner or operator to comply by January 1, 2025, with the provi-sions for which additional time after June 30, 2023, is needed. At adoption, the phrase "as soon as practicable, but" is removed from before "no later than January 1, 2025" based on an EPA comment that the wording is not enforceable and other comment that the wording makes the actual compliance date uncertain. Division 4, R
	sions that contribute at a level greater than the SIL of 3 ppb (i.e., 7.85 µg/m3) to the modeled design value concentrations at any receptor in the Hutchinson County SOnonattainment area. If the emissions2 pointcontribution  had a  to the modeled design value that was less than the SIL, it is not included in the rules. If the emissions point had a contribution to the modeled design value that was greater than the SIL, its emission rates are spec-ified in the rules. When modeled collectively with all emissio
	sions that contribute at a level greater than the SIL of 3 ppb (i.e., 7.85 µg/m3) to the modeled design value concentrations at any receptor in the Hutchinson County SOnonattainment area. If the emissions2 pointcontribution  had a  to the modeled design value that was less than the SIL, it is not included in the rules. If the emissions point had a contribution to the modeled design value that was greater than the SIL, its emission rates are spec-ified in the rules. When modeled collectively with all emissio


	Adopted new §112.232(e), which was proposed as §112.232(f), provides emissions caps for the four specified flares of 100.14 lb/hr during normal operations and 850.00 lb/hr during autho-rized MSS activities; these caps were represented in the at-tainment demonstration modeling as EPN FLARE_R_CAP and EPN FLARE_MS_CAP, respectively. Adopted new §112.232(f), which was proposed as §112.232(g), provides an emissions cap for the two SRU incinerators (EPN 34I1 and 43I1), and 44 EPNs for small sources (engines, heat
	ability in hourly SO2 emissions in the operations of some sources that may subsequently prove difficult to demonstrate compliance with an emissions limit on a one-hour basis. The EPA gener-ally expects sources with longer averaging time limits to expe-rience some occasions of hourly emissions to exceed the CEV while the majority of hourly emissions will remain below the CEV. This approach to establishing an emissions limit on a longer av-eraging time is expected to result in an emissions limit on the longer
	ability in hourly SO2 emissions in the operations of some sources that may subsequently prove difficult to demonstrate compliance with an emissions limit on a one-hour basis. The EPA gener-ally expects sources with longer averaging time limits to expe-rience some occasions of hourly emissions to exceed the CEV while the majority of hourly emissions will remain below the CEV. This approach to establishing an emissions limit on a longer av-eraging time is expected to result in an emissions limit on the longer
	ability in hourly SO2 emissions in the operations of some sources that may subsequently prove difficult to demonstrate compliance with an emissions limit on a one-hour basis. The EPA gener-ally expects sources with longer averaging time limits to expe-rience some occasions of hourly emissions to exceed the CEV while the majority of hourly emissions will remain below the CEV. This approach to establishing an emissions limit on a longer av-eraging time is expected to result in an emissions limit on the longer



	Adopted new §112.232(k)(2) describes the criteria for applying for an AMOC plan. Subparagraph (A) provides that the owner or operator of a site subject to these adopted rules can apply, that the executive director must review submitted plans and may approve plans that meet the criteria and procedures of this sec-tion, and that if a plan does not meet the necessary criteria, the owner or operator can submit a request for a site-specific SIP revision instead Subparagraph (B) clarifies that applying for an AMO
	Adopted new §112.232(k)(2) describes the criteria for applying for an AMOC plan. Subparagraph (A) provides that the owner or operator of a site subject to these adopted rules can apply, that the executive director must review submitted plans and may approve plans that meet the criteria and procedures of this sec-tion, and that if a plan does not meet the necessary criteria, the owner or operator can submit a request for a site-specific SIP revision instead Subparagraph (B) clarifies that applying for an AMO
	Adopted new §112.232(k)(2) describes the criteria for applying for an AMOC plan. Subparagraph (A) provides that the owner or operator of a site subject to these adopted rules can apply, that the executive director must review submitted plans and may approve plans that meet the criteria and procedures of this sec-tion, and that if a plan does not meet the necessary criteria, the owner or operator can submit a request for a site-specific SIP revision instead Subparagraph (B) clarifies that applying for an AMO
	Adopted new §112.232(k)(5) provides the procedure for approv-ing AMOC plans. Subparagraph (A) requires that notice sent by the executive director for a preliminary determination of approval must include a copy of the AMOC plan that was preliminarily approved. Subparagraph (B) requires that notice sent by the executive director for a determination to deny must include the reasons for the denial and specifies the determination is the final action of the executive director that is appealable to the Commis-sion

	cedure for doing so, the length of the public comment period (at least 30 days after the final notice publication), and the contact information for further information at the TCEQ regional office. Subparagraph (C) prohibits the executive director from taking fi-nal action until the applicant provides proof of adequate notice to the agency, the EPA, and any air pollution control program with jurisdiction. Adopted new §112.232(k)(7) covers reviews of approved AMOC plans and termination of plans. Subparagraph 
	provide accuracy requirements (same as in §112.233(a) and (b)) for the sulfur content, flow rate, and temperature monitors and to require exhaust flow and temperature monitors in new §112.233(c)(1) and (2), respectively. Additionally at adoption, §112.233(c)(3) is added to clarify requirements for two sulfur content monitoring options in subparagraphs (A) and (B). In adopted new §112.233(c)(3)(A), a monitoring option for total sul-fur consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(1) is added at ado
	provide accuracy requirements (same as in §112.233(a) and (b)) for the sulfur content, flow rate, and temperature monitors and to require exhaust flow and temperature monitors in new §112.233(c)(1) and (2), respectively. Additionally at adoption, §112.233(c)(3) is added to clarify requirements for two sulfur content monitoring options in subparagraphs (A) and (B). In adopted new §112.233(c)(3)(A), a monitoring option for total sul-fur consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(1) is added at ado


	calculated in §112.233(b)-(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_R_CAP. New §112.233(d)(3)(B)(v) specifies that the total SO2 emissions from EPN FLEX_MS_CAP are calculated by summing the emissions calculated in §112.233(b) -(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_MS_CAP. Adopted new §112.233(e) requires the use of an appropriate QA/QC process to validate continuous monitoring data for at least 95% of the time the monitored emissions point has emis-sions. Use of an appropriate data substitution process, w
	calculated in §112.233(b)-(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_R_CAP. New §112.233(d)(3)(B)(v) specifies that the total SO2 emissions from EPN FLEX_MS_CAP are calculated by summing the emissions calculated in §112.233(b) -(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_MS_CAP. Adopted new §112.233(e) requires the use of an appropriate QA/QC process to validate continuous monitoring data for at least 95% of the time the monitored emissions point has emis-sions. Use of an appropriate data substitution process, w
	calculated in §112.233(b)-(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_R_CAP. New §112.233(d)(3)(B)(v) specifies that the total SO2 emissions from EPN FLEX_MS_CAP are calculated by summing the emissions calculated in §112.233(b) -(d) for each combustion unit in EPN FLEX_MS_CAP. Adopted new §112.233(e) requires the use of an appropriate QA/QC process to validate continuous monitoring data for at least 95% of the time the monitored emissions point has emis-sions. Use of an appropriate data substitution process, w
	specifies the test methods to be used for testing flare compliance at the P66 Borger Refinery. Adopted new §112.235(d) specifies the test methods to be used for analyzing fuel gas for sulfur content; based on input from Phillips 66, the methods are changed at adoption to match those used at the site. At adoption, the test methods are expanded to include all methods used at the Phillips 66 Borger Refinery, and the date extensions on ASTM methods are removed based on an EPA comment that current methods should

	Office of Compliance and Enforcement, the appropriate TCEQ regional office, and any local air pollution control agency having jurisdiction. The commission adopts new §112.237(c) as contingency mea-sures if the EPA determines that the Hutchinson County SOnonattainment area does not achieve attainment on orafter2   the attainment date; based on a comment from the EPA, language is added at adoption throughout the subsection to include trig-gering the contingency measure if the EPA determines that the nonattain
	the NSR permit or the name and EPN used in attainment demon-stration modeling for sources to be authorized and constructed. The adopted requirements will continue to apply regardless of any changes of ownership, control, or documentation of the af-fected sources. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applica-ble, during authorized MSS activities) from the NSR permit for each si
	the NSR permit or the name and EPN used in attainment demon-stration modeling for sources to be authorized and constructed. The adopted requirements will continue to apply regardless of any changes of ownership, control, or documentation of the af-fected sources. The TCEQ conducted attainment demonstration modeling for sources in the Hutchinson County nonattainment area using the emission rates (during normal operations and, when applica-ble, during authorized MSS activities) from the NSR permit for each si


	inition is not needed and is removed at adoption based on an EPA comment. Adopted new §112.241(4) defines production unit, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. Adopted new §112.241(5) defines tail gas, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. §112.242, Control Requirements Proposed §112.242(a), which would have prohibited an owner or operator of the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant from con-travening the control requirements by changing the 
	inition is not needed and is removed at adoption based on an EPA comment. Adopted new §112.241(4) defines production unit, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. Adopted new §112.241(5) defines tail gas, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. §112.242, Control Requirements Proposed §112.242(a), which would have prohibited an owner or operator of the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant from con-travening the control requirements by changing the 
	inition is not needed and is removed at adoption based on an EPA comment. Adopted new §112.241(4) defines production unit, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. Adopted new §112.241(5) defines tail gas, which is used throughout the provisions for the two carbon black plants. §112.242, Control Requirements Proposed §112.242(a), which would have prohibited an owner or operator of the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant from con-travening the control requirements by changing the 
	ance date is changed at adoption based on a comment to pro-hibit sending any waste gases with sulfur to or using supplemen-tal fuel with sulfur for EPN Flare 1 if the new flare EPN New Flare is constructed. The other three flares are removed from this sub-section at adoption because the prohibition on their use for this purpose is already provided in adopted §112.242(e). Adopted new §112.242(g) was proposed as §112.242(h) to pro-hibit the operation of the Plant 1 Number 1 and Number 2 Dryer Purge Stack (EPN
	ance date is changed at adoption based on a comment to pro-hibit sending any waste gases with sulfur to or using supplemen-tal fuel with sulfur for EPN Flare 1 if the new flare EPN New Flare is constructed. The other three flares are removed from this sub-section at adoption because the prohibition on their use for this purpose is already provided in adopted §112.242(e). Adopted new §112.242(g) was proposed as §112.242(h) to pro-hibit the operation of the Plant 1 Number 1 and Number 2 Dryer Purge Stack (EPN


	on Boiler Stacks, Boiler 1 and 2 Common Stack (EPN 119) and specifies the applicable federal requirements for the combined stack of the two boilers. At adoption, the citations of the fed-eral requirements are included in the subsection language rather than as separate paragraphs for brevity. The requirement to comply with 40 CFR 60, Appendix B, Performance Specification 6 is explicitly stated at adoption to ensure that emissions are ac-curately determined. At adoption, the words "sulfur dioxide" are added b
	"operational scenario" is removed at adoption because it is not defined and is not necessary to identify all emission limits. Based on a comment from EPA, §112.243(j) is changed at adop-tion to provide a more detailed equation for determining the emis-sions generated by each production unit. At adoption, the word "from" is changed to "generated by" for clarity. A new provision is added at adoption as §112.243(k) to allow the use of a CEMS to directly monitor emissions in lieu of the material balance to moni
	"operational scenario" is removed at adoption because it is not defined and is not necessary to identify all emission limits. Based on a comment from EPA, §112.243(j) is changed at adop-tion to provide a more detailed equation for determining the emis-sions generated by each production unit. At adoption, the word "from" is changed to "generated by" for clarity. A new provision is added at adoption as §112.243(k) to allow the use of a CEMS to directly monitor emissions in lieu of the material balance to moni


	be used for testing flare compliance; although these federal re-quirements are specific to refineries, the rule requires the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant to follow those requirements because they are appropriate for ensuring that the monitoring provides accurate emission data. Adopted new §112.245(d) specifies the test methods to be used for analyzing fuels and carbon black oil for sulfur content in Division 5. At adoption, test Methods D3358-93 and D1945-91 are removed and replaced with Method D4294, wh
	be used for testing flare compliance; although these federal re-quirements are specific to refineries, the rule requires the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant to follow those requirements because they are appropriate for ensuring that the monitoring provides accurate emission data. Adopted new §112.245(d) specifies the test methods to be used for analyzing fuels and carbon black oil for sulfur content in Division 5. At adoption, test Methods D3358-93 and D1945-91 are removed and replaced with Method D4294, wh
	be used for testing flare compliance; although these federal re-quirements are specific to refineries, the rule requires the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant to follow those requirements because they are appropriate for ensuring that the monitoring provides accurate emission data. Adopted new §112.245(d) specifies the test methods to be used for analyzing fuels and carbon black oil for sulfur content in Division 5. At adoption, test Methods D3358-93 and D1945-91 are removed and replaced with Method D4294, wh
	met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough time for sites to determine the root cause of each ex-ceedance to include in the report required by this section. Adopted new §112.247(b) requires the owner or operator of the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant to submit within 60 days of test-ing the results of emissions testing for determining compliance with the emission standards of SO2 to the TCEQ Office of Com-pliance and Enforcement, the appropriate TCEQ regional office, and any local
	met. The reporting deadline of March 31 is intended to provide enough time for sites to determine the root cause of each ex-ceedance to include in the report required by this section. Adopted new §112.247(b) requires the owner or operator of the Tokai Borger Carbon Black Plant to submit within 60 days of test-ing the results of emissions testing for determining compliance with the emission standards of SO2 to the TCEQ Office of Com-pliance and Enforcement, the appropriate TCEQ regional office, and any local


	affected source (including the EPN in a specified version of the NSR permit), the adopted rule specifies that the requirements will continue to apply regardless of any changes of ownership, control, or documentation of the affected source, unless removal of any requirement is approved by the EPA. The address of the site is added at adoption because the provision proposed as §112.302(a), which would have required approval for changing the RN, is removed at adoption. Instead of specifying the site by its RN, 
	If additional emissions points are added to the lightweight ag-gregate kiln or its control system for any reason (such as a by-pass), the same requirements apply to them. The adopted con-trol requirements were determined for potential emissions points based on modeling conducted by the agency. The amount of SOin the exhaust gases from thelightweight2   aggregate kiln must be controlled with a control device, by limiting the sulfur content of both the fuel combusted and raw materials processed, or by a combi

	rules. Although there were no comment supporting an AMOC for Subchapter G, it is included at adoption for consistency with Subchapters E and F of this chapter. §112.303, Monitoring Requirements Adopted new §112.303 provides the monitoring requirements for the lightweight aggregate kiln and future control at the Streetman Plant. Based on EPA and Arcosa comments, the introductory paragraph is changed at adoption to require a CEMS to directly monitor SO2 emissions from the stack. New §112.303 was pro-posed to 
	rules. Although there were no comment supporting an AMOC for Subchapter G, it is included at adoption for consistency with Subchapters E and F of this chapter. §112.303, Monitoring Requirements Adopted new §112.303 provides the monitoring requirements for the lightweight aggregate kiln and future control at the Streetman Plant. Based on EPA and Arcosa comments, the introductory paragraph is changed at adoption to require a CEMS to directly monitor SO2 emissions from the stack. New §112.303 was pro-posed to 
	rules. Although there were no comment supporting an AMOC for Subchapter G, it is included at adoption for consistency with Subchapters E and F of this chapter. §112.303, Monitoring Requirements Adopted new §112.303 provides the monitoring requirements for the lightweight aggregate kiln and future control at the Streetman Plant. Based on EPA and Arcosa comments, the introductory paragraph is changed at adoption to require a CEMS to directly monitor SO2 emissions from the stack. New §112.303 was pro-posed to 
	terials, and the exhaust vent, to comply with the monitoring re-quirements in adopted new §112.303. Because calibration of a CEMS requires performance testing after its installation but be-fore it is certified as accurate, new §112.304(a) is changed at adoption to require the owner or operator to performance test within 60 days of installation of the CEMS, which allows at least 30 days for calibration of the CEMS to be completed before the compliance date. Proposed §112.304(b) -(f) are struck at adop-tion b
	terials, and the exhaust vent, to comply with the monitoring re-quirements in adopted new §112.303. Because calibration of a CEMS requires performance testing after its installation but be-fore it is certified as accurate, new §112.304(a) is changed at adoption to require the owner or operator to performance test within 60 days of installation of the CEMS, which allows at least 30 days for calibration of the CEMS to be completed before the compliance date. Proposed §112.304(b) -(f) are struck at adop-tion b


	and noncompliance with any required stack parameter; whether the exceedance or stack parameter noncompliance was concur-rent with an authorized MSS activity for, or a malfunction of, the source or control device; the actions taken by the owner or op-erator to address the exceedance or stack parameter noncom-pliance and the cause(s); and a certification that the information provided is accurate. A report is required regardless of whether the exceedance occurred from planned or unplanned events or during star
	The commission reviewed the adopted rulemaking in light of the regulatory impact analysis requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225, and determined that the adopted rulemak-ing does not meet the definition of a "Major environmental rule" as defined in that statute. A "Major environmental rule" means a rule, the specific intent of which is to protect the environment or reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure, and that may adversely affect in a material way the economy, a sector of th
	The commission reviewed the adopted rulemaking in light of the regulatory impact analysis requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225, and determined that the adopted rulemak-ing does not meet the definition of a "Major environmental rule" as defined in that statute. A "Major environmental rule" means a rule, the specific intent of which is to protect the environment or reduce risks to human health from environmental exposure, and that may adversely affect in a material way the economy, a sector of th


	in the statutory language as major environmental rules that will have a material adverse impact and will exceed a requirement of state law, federal law, or a delegated federal program, or are adopted solely under the general powers of the agency. With the understanding that this requirement would seldom apply, the commission provided a cost estimate for SB 633 concluding that "based on an assessment of rules adopted by the agency in the past, it is not anticipated that the bill will have significant fiscal 
	in the statutory language as major environmental rules that will have a material adverse impact and will exceed a requirement of state law, federal law, or a delegated federal program, or are adopted solely under the general powers of the agency. With the understanding that this requirement would seldom apply, the commission provided a cost estimate for SB 633 concluding that "based on an assessment of rules adopted by the agency in the past, it is not anticipated that the bill will have significant fiscal 
	in the statutory language as major environmental rules that will have a material adverse impact and will exceed a requirement of state law, federal law, or a delegated federal program, or are adopted solely under the general powers of the agency. With the understanding that this requirement would seldom apply, the commission provided a cost estimate for SB 633 concluding that "based on an assessment of rules adopted by the agency in the past, it is not anticipated that the bill will have significant fiscal 
	standard of "substantial compliance." The legislature specifically identified Texas Government Code, §2001.0225, as falling under this standard. The commission has substantially complied with the requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225. As explained previously in this preamble, the specific intent of the adopted rulemaking is to create state and federally enforce-able emission limits and stack parameter requirements as well as accompanying compliance obligations (monitoring, record-keeping, report
	standard of "substantial compliance." The legislature specifically identified Texas Government Code, §2001.0225, as falling under this standard. The commission has substantially complied with the requirements of Texas Government Code, §2001.0225. As explained previously in this preamble, the specific intent of the adopted rulemaking is to create state and federally enforce-able emission limits and stack parameter requirements as well as accompanying compliance obligations (monitoring, record-keeping, report


	these areas can be brought into attainment on the schedule pre-scribed by the FCAA. While the SIP rules will have an impact on the emissions points subject to the emission limits and com-pliance obligations required by the adopted rules, the impact is no greater than is necessary or appropriate to meet the require-ments of the FCAA. In addition, the commission's assessment indicates that Texas Government Code, Chapter 2007 does not apply to these adopted rules because this action is taken in response to a r
	the compliance date of the rules, revise their operating permit to include the new Chapter 112 requirements. Public Comment The commission offered public hearings in Big Spring, Texas, on May 18, 2022, and in Corsicana, Texas, on May 23, 2022, but no one provided comments at either hearing. The commis-sion held a public hearing on May 19, 2022, in Borger, Texas. The comment period closed on June 2, 2022. The commis-sion received comments from Arcosa Incorporated (Arcosa); Chevron Phillips Chemical Company L
	the compliance date of the rules, revise their operating permit to include the new Chapter 112 requirements. Public Comment The commission offered public hearings in Big Spring, Texas, on May 18, 2022, and in Corsicana, Texas, on May 23, 2022, but no one provided comments at either hearing. The commis-sion held a public hearing on May 19, 2022, in Borger, Texas. The comment period closed on June 2, 2022. The commis-sion received comments from Arcosa Incorporated (Arcosa); Chevron Phillips Chemical Company L


	Arcosa provided revised cost information for the Fiscal Note, showing their control devices would cost $10 million to install with annual operating costs at $500,000. Arcosa also provided com-pliance testing and monitoring cost estimates of approximately $100,00 per year. Response The commission appreciates the information on the estimated costs to install control devices on a lightweight aggregate kiln. However, it is not clear from Arcosa's comment what type of con-trol is associated with these costs or t
	Arcosa provided revised cost information for the Fiscal Note, showing their control devices would cost $10 million to install with annual operating costs at $500,000. Arcosa also provided com-pliance testing and monitoring cost estimates of approximately $100,00 per year. Response The commission appreciates the information on the estimated costs to install control devices on a lightweight aggregate kiln. However, it is not clear from Arcosa's comment what type of con-trol is associated with these costs or t
	Arcosa provided revised cost information for the Fiscal Note, showing their control devices would cost $10 million to install with annual operating costs at $500,000. Arcosa also provided com-pliance testing and monitoring cost estimates of approximately $100,00 per year. Response The commission appreciates the information on the estimated costs to install control devices on a lightweight aggregate kiln. However, it is not clear from Arcosa's comment what type of con-trol is associated with these costs or t
	regulations as well as create some efficiencies without compro-mising attainment of the SO2 NAAQS. Phillips 66 and CP Chem commented that the rules should be modified to address infeasi-ble requirements, provide compliance flexibility which does not impact the goal of NAAQS attainment, and improve the overall clarity of the rules. Solvay commented that the rule should be adjusted to ensure that they can continue to make timely adjust-ments to operations to meet ever-changing market conditions. CP Chem comme
	regulations as well as create some efficiencies without compro-mising attainment of the SO2 NAAQS. Phillips 66 and CP Chem commented that the rules should be modified to address infeasi-ble requirements, provide compliance flexibility which does not impact the goal of NAAQS attainment, and improve the overall clarity of the rules. Solvay commented that the rule should be adjusted to ensure that they can continue to make timely adjust-ments to operations to meet ever-changing market conditions. CP Chem comme


	The EPA commented that the rules (§§112.107, 112.117, 112.207, 112.217, 112.227, 112.237, 112.247, and 112.307) should be revised to clarify that contingency measures are also triggered upon failing to meet RFP and that evaluation or investigation of monitored exceedances would be beneficial to understand the problem and would allow consideration of changes to processes, work practices, emission rates and monitoring that would be beneficial. Response In response to this comment, language was added to all th
	Response In response to this comment, the mass balance calculations rely-ing on weekly sampling in Subchapter G were replaced with the requirement to install a CEMS, and the frequency of sampling at the carbon black plants was increased from once per day to twice per day. The use of continuous sulfur analyzers at the car-bon black plants was evaluated, but the measure was found to be cost prohibitive (costing about $1.3 million to provide contin-uous sulfur analyzers for each tail gas stream at both Tokai c

	be followed and provided specific rule language for considera-tion. Response The commission does not agree that a full SIP revision is the only mechanism available under the FCAA for making minor revisions to rule requirements adopted as part of the SIP. The EPA previ-ously approved provisions that allow making changes in other rules that were adopted as part of the SIP, including the AMOC program in 30 TAC Chapter 115 Subchapter J Division 1 and the alternate control provisions in 30 TAC §115.725(m). Howev
	be followed and provided specific rule language for considera-tion. Response The commission does not agree that a full SIP revision is the only mechanism available under the FCAA for making minor revisions to rule requirements adopted as part of the SIP. The EPA previ-ously approved provisions that allow making changes in other rules that were adopted as part of the SIP, including the AMOC program in 30 TAC Chapter 115 Subchapter J Division 1 and the alternate control provisions in 30 TAC §115.725(m). Howev
	be followed and provided specific rule language for considera-tion. Response The commission does not agree that a full SIP revision is the only mechanism available under the FCAA for making minor revisions to rule requirements adopted as part of the SIP. The EPA previ-ously approved provisions that allow making changes in other rules that were adopted as part of the SIP, including the AMOC program in 30 TAC Chapter 115 Subchapter J Division 1 and the alternate control provisions in 30 TAC §115.725(m). Howev
	permits. The EPA noted that some units associated with the listed emission sources are mentioned in the rules but are not covered in the respective applicability section and suggested that all sources within each production unit be included as applicable. The EPA further commented that in subsection (a) of each of the applicability sections should clarify whether the prohibition on changing EPNs and RNs applies to all RNs and EPNs in the permit or only to the listed units. Response The affected sources are 
	permits. The EPA noted that some units associated with the listed emission sources are mentioned in the rules but are not covered in the respective applicability section and suggested that all sources within each production unit be included as applicable. The EPA further commented that in subsection (a) of each of the applicability sections should clarify whether the prohibition on changing EPNs and RNs applies to all RNs and EPNs in the permit or only to the listed units. Response The affected sources are 


	The EPA requested that the TCEQ provide an assurance that the proposed flare emission limits apply only to MSS periods and not to upsets or periods of malfunctions. The EPA further commented that the TCEQ should clarify that the analysis of historical events supporting development of emission limits and number of operating days for MSS periods does not include any malfunction events. Response The emission limits in the rules apply only to authorized emis-sions. Air permits authorize normal unit operation an
	submission of a SIP revision by the executive director. The EPA also commented that any changes must satisfy FCAA §110(l). In response to the commission's solicitation of comments on whether an additional mechanism to request alternative SOemission limits similar to the 30 TAC Chapter12  15, Subchapter J, AMOC rules could be used to establish an intra-plant trad-ing program would be appropriate, the EPA commented that intra-plant trading is not an appropriate method of control for these sources. The EPA sta
	submission of a SIP revision by the executive director. The EPA also commented that any changes must satisfy FCAA §110(l). In response to the commission's solicitation of comments on whether an additional mechanism to request alternative SOemission limits similar to the 30 TAC Chapter12  15, Subchapter J, AMOC rules could be used to establish an intra-plant trad-ing program would be appropriate, the EPA commented that intra-plant trading is not an appropriate method of control for these sources. The EPA sta


	emission limits. Tokai stated the approach should extend to changes in emission point locations and stack heights and requested that a plan based on the AMOC provisions in 30 TAC Chapter 115, Subchapter J be developed with changes as needed. Tokai stated that AMOC plans are consistent with the FCAA if they meet procedural requirements and EPA's implementing regulations and do not constitute SIP revisions but are rather a discretionary economic incentive program as codified in 40 CFR Part 51 Subpart U. Tokai
	emission limits. Tokai stated the approach should extend to changes in emission point locations and stack heights and requested that a plan based on the AMOC provisions in 30 TAC Chapter 115, Subchapter J be developed with changes as needed. Tokai stated that AMOC plans are consistent with the FCAA if they meet procedural requirements and EPA's implementing regulations and do not constitute SIP revisions but are rather a discretionary economic incentive program as codified in 40 CFR Part 51 Subpart U. Tokai
	emission limits. Tokai stated the approach should extend to changes in emission point locations and stack heights and requested that a plan based on the AMOC provisions in 30 TAC Chapter 115, Subchapter J be developed with changes as needed. Tokai stated that AMOC plans are consistent with the FCAA if they meet procedural requirements and EPA's implementing regulations and do not constitute SIP revisions but are rather a discretionary economic incentive program as codified in 40 CFR Part 51 Subpart U. Tokai
	by these rules. Further, the AMOC process is not a substitute for authorization of new emissions through the NSR program. All re-quired authorizations must still be obtained as required by TCEQ rules. Subchapter E Division 1 (Alon) General for Division 1 Comment Alon commented that the citations throughout the division to federal requirements in 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja should be changed to "the currently applicable federal requirement" because the FCCU and SRUs are currently subject to the federal requir
	by these rules. Further, the AMOC process is not a substitute for authorization of new emissions through the NSR program. All re-quired authorizations must still be obtained as required by TCEQ rules. Subchapter E Division 1 (Alon) General for Division 1 Comment Alon commented that the citations throughout the division to federal requirements in 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja should be changed to "the currently applicable federal requirement" because the FCCU and SRUs are currently subject to the federal requir


	confusion this language has been removed at adoption. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply be-cause their removal from the SIP must be approved by the EPA. The rules are enforceable by the TCEQ alone until the EPA ap-proves and incorporates the rules into the SIP. If the TCEQ re-moves provisions from the rule, those provisions stop being en-forceable by the TCEQ on the effective date of the rule change but remain enforceable by the EPA until they approve the SIP revision for the re
	applicable federal requirement" methodology for the concentra-tion limits for the rules. §112.103 Comment Alon requested the TCEQ revise §112.103(2) to state the flares must only comply with Subpart Ja monitoring provisions. The proposed rule requires monitoring during upsets, which is not re-quired by Subpart Ja. The inconsistency with the existing federal requirement would inadvertently create new conflicting require-ments and/or limit options. Response The change requested by Alon is not appropriate for 
	applicable federal requirement" methodology for the concentra-tion limits for the rules. §112.103 Comment Alon requested the TCEQ revise §112.103(2) to state the flares must only comply with Subpart Ja monitoring provisions. The proposed rule requires monitoring during upsets, which is not re-quired by Subpart Ja. The inconsistency with the existing federal requirement would inadvertently create new conflicting require-ments and/or limit options. Response The change requested by Alon is not appropriate for 


	federal requirements. No change was made to the proposed rule in response to this comment. §112.104 Comment Alon commented that the monitoring devices required by §112.103 have been in place for several years, so the initial testing requirement in §112.104(2) should exclude monitors that have had previous testing. Response The provision in §112.104(2) only requires initial testing that was conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. If prior testing of existing monitors was done accordin
	federal requirements. No change was made to the proposed rule in response to this comment. §112.104 Comment Alon commented that the monitoring devices required by §112.103 have been in place for several years, so the initial testing requirement in §112.104(2) should exclude monitors that have had previous testing. Response The provision in §112.104(2) only requires initial testing that was conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. If prior testing of existing monitors was done accordin
	federal requirements. No change was made to the proposed rule in response to this comment. §112.104 Comment Alon commented that the monitoring devices required by §112.103 have been in place for several years, so the initial testing requirement in §112.104(2) should exclude monitors that have had previous testing. Response The provision in §112.104(2) only requires initial testing that was conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. If prior testing of existing monitors was done accordin
	§112.108 Comment Alon commented that the phrase "as soon as practicable" should be deleted from §112.108 to avoid uncertainty on when control measures must be in place. Response The commission has evaluated the compliance dates for each site, and determined that each date, revised as appropriate, is as expeditiously as practicable. As a result, this language was deleted. Comment The EPA stated it is unclear when the control requirements of §112.108 would require installation of controls or other reduc-tions

	TCEQ may not repeal the rules without EPA permission. Tokai stated that it doubts TCEQ has authority to promulgate such a requirement and should delete §§112.110(a) and 112.240(a) and similar provisions in Chapter 112. Response The commission disagrees with the commenter's assertion that the agency will enforce rules that are repealed; however, to avoid confusion this language has been removed at adoption. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply be-cause their removal from the SIP mus
	number of furnaces on-line in any hour. The number of furnaces in operating units one and two should be combined to identify the appropriate rows that could apply based on the first column. Then the number of furnaces in production unit three should be used to identify which of those rows is the row containing the set of emission limits that apply during any one hour. For example, if there are two furnaces on-line in production unit three, three furnaces on-line in production unit 1 and no furnaces on-line 
	number of furnaces on-line in any hour. The number of furnaces in operating units one and two should be combined to identify the appropriate rows that could apply based on the first column. Then the number of furnaces in production unit three should be used to identify which of those rows is the row containing the set of emission limits that apply during any one hour. For example, if there are two furnaces on-line in production unit three, three furnaces on-line in production unit 1 and no furnaces on-line 


	Tokai requested TCEQ delete §112.112(g) which prohibits op-eration of the three existing flares following the rule compliance date and which would apply even if the equipment in question did not combust tail gas and had no SOemissions. Tokai stated that although it does not foresee aneed2   to operate the exist-ing flares following the compliance date, the TCEQ exceeds its authority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than simply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equipm
	Tokai requested TCEQ delete §112.112(g) which prohibits op-eration of the three existing flares following the rule compliance date and which would apply even if the equipment in question did not combust tail gas and had no SOemissions. Tokai stated that although it does not foresee aneed2   to operate the exist-ing flares following the compliance date, the TCEQ exceeds its authority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than simply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equipm
	Tokai requested TCEQ delete §112.112(g) which prohibits op-eration of the three existing flares following the rule compliance date and which would apply even if the equipment in question did not combust tail gas and had no SOemissions. Tokai stated that although it does not foresee aneed2   to operate the exist-ing flares following the compliance date, the TCEQ exceeds its authority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than simply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equipm
	emission rates. Alternatively, the 70/30 could be included as a specific a limit in this section. Response The model was not based on an assumed 70/30 split but instead on the emission limits in the rule. In response to this comment the emission calculations were corrected to use the actual split of tail gas from each production unit rather than assume that the split is equal across all units. Comment The EPA commented that §112.113 should also include contin-uous measurement of total sulfur in tail gas str
	emission rates. Alternatively, the 70/30 could be included as a specific a limit in this section. Response The model was not based on an assumed 70/30 split but instead on the emission limits in the rule. In response to this comment the emission calculations were corrected to use the actual split of tail gas from each production unit rather than assume that the split is equal across all units. Comment The EPA commented that §112.113 should also include contin-uous measurement of total sulfur in tail gas str
	emission rates. Alternatively, the 70/30 could be included as a specific a limit in this section. Response The model was not based on an assumed 70/30 split but instead on the emission limits in the rule. In response to this comment the emission calculations were corrected to use the actual split of tail gas from each production unit rather than assume that the split is equal across all units. Comment The EPA commented that §112.113 should also include contin-uous measurement of total sulfur in tail gas str




	The EPA commented that §112.113(g) requires daily measure-ment of the sulfur content of carbon black oil feedstock, but it is not clear that if more than one feedstock is used with differ-ing sulfur contents, whether each would be monitored. Please clarify if more than one feedstock is used and how multiple feed-stocks would be handled and monitored. Response Feedstock from different sources is sent to a single mix tank where it is mixed before being fed to production units. Sampling from this mix tank will
	The EPA commented that §112.113(g) requires daily measure-ment of the sulfur content of carbon black oil feedstock, but it is not clear that if more than one feedstock is used with differ-ing sulfur contents, whether each would be monitored. Please clarify if more than one feedstock is used and how multiple feed-stocks would be handled and monitored. Response Feedstock from different sources is sent to a single mix tank where it is mixed before being fed to production units. Sampling from this mix tank will
	outcome occurred for Howard County, a systems audit focused on local meteorology and monitoring data would not generate any useful data. Response The commission proposed the full system audits throughout the rules to receive information from each site within a nonattainment area, after a finding of failure to attain, on the conditions at each site that may have contributed to the finding. The commission notes that the audits are triggered by notices from the TCEQ, not from the finding of failure to attain i
	outcome occurred for Howard County, a systems audit focused on local meteorology and monitoring data would not generate any useful data. Response The commission proposed the full system audits throughout the rules to receive information from each site within a nonattainment area, after a finding of failure to attain, on the conditions at each site that may have contributed to the finding. The commission notes that the audits are triggered by notices from the TCEQ, not from the finding of failure to attain i


	The EPA commented that rule sections on testing requirements and approved test methods are missing and needed to clarify what the testing requirements and approved test methods are for Division 1. Response The only affected sources at the CP Chem site are two flares and fugitive sources, neither of which have stacks that allow for performance testing in the way that other sources do. In addition, a mass balance approach to determining emissions is not used for this source which means that test methods for s
	The EPA commented that rule sections on testing requirements and approved test methods are missing and needed to clarify what the testing requirements and approved test methods are for Division 1. Response The only affected sources at the CP Chem site are two flares and fugitive sources, neither of which have stacks that allow for performance testing in the way that other sources do. In addition, a mass balance approach to determining emissions is not used for this source which means that test methods for s
	The EPA commented that rule sections on testing requirements and approved test methods are missing and needed to clarify what the testing requirements and approved test methods are for Division 1. Response The only affected sources at the CP Chem site are two flares and fugitive sources, neither of which have stacks that allow for performance testing in the way that other sources do. In addition, a mass balance approach to determining emissions is not used for this source which means that test methods for s
	are capable of measuring and recording total sulfur compounds levels on a continuous basis with an accuracy of ±2.5% of full scale for >50 parts per million concentrations". Response In response, the rule was changed to incorporate the accuracy language from CP Chem in place of the detection limit that was proposed. CP Chem indicated that there sometimes are low amounts of SO2 in the gases sent to the flare but that their mon-itor does not detect SO2. To account for the SO2 present prior to flaring, CP Chem
	are capable of measuring and recording total sulfur compounds levels on a continuous basis with an accuracy of ±2.5% of full scale for >50 parts per million concentrations". Response In response, the rule was changed to incorporate the accuracy language from CP Chem in place of the detection limit that was proposed. CP Chem indicated that there sometimes are low amounts of SO2 in the gases sent to the flare but that their mon-itor does not detect SO2. To account for the SO2 present prior to flaring, CP Chem


	ing emission rates and removed the limit on the temperature of the trailers because the temperatures will be taken into ac-count in the emission calculations and reports will be required based on exceedance of emission limits rather than exceedance of temperature. CP Chem will only need to file a report under §112.207(a) if there is an exceedance of an emission limit pro-vided in §112.202. §112.208 Comment The EPA commented for §112.208 that it is not clear what sched-ule is intended for the installation of
	sis of what is needed to meet each requirement and what con-stitutes "as expeditiously as practicable" for each requirement. The EPA commented further that since IACX is only lowering allowable emission rates without installing controls or changing stack parameters, it seems the site could comply within 6 months to a year. Achieving reductions as quickly as possible is impor-tant because the design value is based on emissions over three years. Response In response to this comment, the TCEQ reevaluated the c
	sis of what is needed to meet each requirement and what con-stitutes "as expeditiously as practicable" for each requirement. The EPA commented further that since IACX is only lowering allowable emission rates without installing controls or changing stack parameters, it seems the site could comply within 6 months to a year. Achieving reductions as quickly as possible is impor-tant because the design value is based on emissions over three years. Response In response to this comment, the TCEQ reevaluated the c


	emission calculations when the boiler is down and the flare is used. Comment The EPA commented that for the daily measurement of the sulfur content of the feedstock it is not clear that each feedstock would be monitored if there is more than one. Response Because the flare is infrequently used, variations in sulfur con-tent of feedstock will not typically impact the determination of emission rates. In addition, all feedstock is mixed in a mix tank before being fed to the reactors, and samples are taken from
	emission calculations when the boiler is down and the flare is used. Comment The EPA commented that for the daily measurement of the sulfur content of the feedstock it is not clear that each feedstock would be monitored if there is more than one. Response Because the flare is infrequently used, variations in sulfur con-tent of feedstock will not typically impact the determination of emission rates. In addition, all feedstock is mixed in a mix tank before being fed to the reactors, and samples are taken from
	emission calculations when the boiler is down and the flare is used. Comment The EPA commented that for the daily measurement of the sulfur content of the feedstock it is not clear that each feedstock would be monitored if there is more than one. Response Because the flare is infrequently used, variations in sulfur con-tent of feedstock will not typically impact the determination of emission rates. In addition, all feedstock is mixed in a mix tank before being fed to the reactors, and samples are taken from
	EPA actions on SIP submittals and TCEQ rulemaking are completely separate processes. The TCEQ can enforce rules before they become part of the SIP but cannot enforce after they are repealed. Response The commission disagrees with the commenter's assertion that the agency will enforce rules that are repealed; however, to avoid confusion this language has been removed at adoption. This change does not affect when the rules may no longer apply be-cause their removal from the SIP must be approved by the EPA. Th

	showed attainment with the lower emission rate thereby negating the need for stack flow restrictions. Comment Phillips 66 commented that §112.232(e) should be deleted or changed to only apply to normal operating conditions or that the TCEQ should explain its reasoning for the provision. Phillips re-quested that if the TCEQ intended that the requirement apply at all times, even though EPA determined it should not, the TCEQ should also provide an analysis of the economic and social con-sequences of the requir
	Borger Refinery are all subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja, but this is incorrect and these units are subject to Subpart J in-stead. Since Subpart J does require the SRUs to install a CEMS, Phillips 66 proposed that §112.233(b) be revised as follows: "In-stall, operate calibrate and maintain a CEMS to record hourly SOemissions from EPN 34I1 and EPN 43I1 in accordance with the2  procedures specified at 40 CFR §60.105(a)(5)." Response TCEQ proposed rules contain the most detailed, current and complete SRU 
	Borger Refinery are all subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ja, but this is incorrect and these units are subject to Subpart J in-stead. Since Subpart J does require the SRUs to install a CEMS, Phillips 66 proposed that §112.233(b) be revised as follows: "In-stall, operate calibrate and maintain a CEMS to record hourly SOemissions from EPN 34I1 and EPN 43I1 in accordance with the2  procedures specified at 40 CFR §60.105(a)(5)." Response TCEQ proposed rules contain the most detailed, current and complete SRU 


	consecutive samples indicate 90% or greater of the total sulfur is H2S or continuous monitoring for total sulfur content. Response In 40 CFR §60.107a(a)(2)(iv), the federal rules cited are clear that monitoring can be at a point other than at the inlet to a com-bustion facility for facilities using the same source of fuel gas. For facilities using different fuel gases, the commission is not plac-ing any monitoring location restrictions other than what is in the federal rules cited. Because continuous flow r
	consecutive samples indicate 90% or greater of the total sulfur is H2S or continuous monitoring for total sulfur content. Response In 40 CFR §60.107a(a)(2)(iv), the federal rules cited are clear that monitoring can be at a point other than at the inlet to a com-bustion facility for facilities using the same source of fuel gas. For facilities using different fuel gases, the commission is not plac-ing any monitoring location restrictions other than what is in the federal rules cited. Because continuous flow r
	consecutive samples indicate 90% or greater of the total sulfur is H2S or continuous monitoring for total sulfur content. Response In 40 CFR §60.107a(a)(2)(iv), the federal rules cited are clear that monitoring can be at a point other than at the inlet to a com-bustion facility for facilities using the same source of fuel gas. For facilities using different fuel gases, the commission is not plac-ing any monitoring location restrictions other than what is in the federal rules cited. Because continuous flow r
	needs to be documented in reports to the TCEQ. Even though there are currently no stack parameter requirements in the rule for this site, the language that accommodates them in the recordkeeping section needs to remain in place because the AMOC could generate the need to establish stack parameters. No change to the rules was made in response to this comment. Comment Phillips 66 commented that the requirement for a full system au-dit should be removed from §112.237(c) because it is arbitrary and unreasonable
	needs to be documented in reports to the TCEQ. Even though there are currently no stack parameter requirements in the rule for this site, the language that accommodates them in the recordkeeping section needs to remain in place because the AMOC could generate the need to establish stack parameters. No change to the rules was made in response to this comment. Comment Phillips 66 commented that the requirement for a full system au-dit should be removed from §112.237(c) because it is arbitrary and unreasonable


	Response The TCEQ has evaluated the compliance dates to ensure that compliance is achieved as soon as practicable and compliance dates depend on site specific constraints. At the time the rule is finalized, there will be just over two years before the pro-posed January 1, 2025 compliance date. Phillips 66 has indi-cated that they will need to make physical modifications to the refinery flare gas stream which will be scheduled during a turn-around. Turnarounds are scheduled by companies to align with contrac
	tion did not combust tail gas and have no SOemissions. Al-though Tokai does notforesee2   a need to operate the existing flares (except, perhaps, Flare-1) and dryer purge stacks follow-ing the compliance date, they stated that TCEQ exceeds its au-thority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than sim-ply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equip-ment, as it has already done in proposed §112.242(e). Response Tokai represented that there would be no SO2 emissions from these s
	tion did not combust tail gas and have no SOemissions. Al-though Tokai does notforesee2   a need to operate the existing flares (except, perhaps, Flare-1) and dryer purge stacks follow-ing the compliance date, they stated that TCEQ exceeds its au-thority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than sim-ply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equip-ment, as it has already done in proposed §112.242(e). Response Tokai represented that there would be no SO2 emissions from these s
	tion did not combust tail gas and have no SOemissions. Al-though Tokai does notforesee2   a need to operate the existing flares (except, perhaps, Flare-1) and dryer purge stacks follow-ing the compliance date, they stated that TCEQ exceeds its au-thority by requiring actual cessation of operation, rather than sim-ply prohibiting the combustion of tail gas in the referenced equip-ment, as it has already done in proposed §112.242(e). Response Tokai represented that there would be no SO2 emissions from these s



	Response The commission is unable to find any reference to "paragraph 10" in proposed §112.243(h). The only citation therein is to "sub-section (j) of this section," which contains the equation for the calculation. As required by §112.243(d), Tokai must have a to-talizing tail gas flow meter for each combustion device burning tail gas that continuously measures the tail gas volumetric flow. The ratios in §112.243(h) are the ratios of the volumetric flow from a production unit to an EPN divided by the total 
	Response The commission is unable to find any reference to "paragraph 10" in proposed §112.243(h). The only citation therein is to "sub-section (j) of this section," which contains the equation for the calculation. As required by §112.243(d), Tokai must have a to-talizing tail gas flow meter for each combustion device burning tail gas that continuously measures the tail gas volumetric flow. The ratios in §112.243(h) are the ratios of the volumetric flow from a production unit to an EPN divided by the total 
	Response The commission is unable to find any reference to "paragraph 10" in proposed §112.243(h). The only citation therein is to "sub-section (j) of this section," which contains the equation for the calculation. As required by §112.243(d), Tokai must have a to-talizing tail gas flow meter for each combustion device burning tail gas that continuously measures the tail gas volumetric flow. The ratios in §112.243(h) are the ratios of the volumetric flow from a production unit to an EPN divided by the total 
	but these demonstrations are the responsibility of a State, fed-eral land manager, or other federal agency, not a regulated en-tity. Tokai also stated that TCEQ's FSA provision implies that the EPA only issues findings of failure to attain when actual air quality does not meet the NAAQS, which is at odds with how the EPA handled recent determinations. Tokai gave as an example, the EPA finding for St. Bernard Parish, LA, which was based on its review of Title V deviation reports, despite the presence of vali

	Response The commission agrees with this request, and the change is made at adoption. Comment Arcosa requested TCEQ delete definition of pipeline quality natu-ral gas in case BACT or other requirements change in the future. Response Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS on the stack for the control of the lightweight aggregate kiln, the monitoring of the sulfur content of fuels and other materials is not needed. Therefore, the definition of "pipeline quality natural gas" is not needed and is removed
	Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions and the rules are changed at adoption to require the CEMS. The rule requirement for monitoring the sulfur content of fuels is no longer necessary because emissions will be directly measured, and the provision is removed at adoption. No change was made to the rule in response to this comment. Comment The EPA commented that the specific cutoffs for the transition from startup to normal operations are defined but may be difficu

	The EPA commented that an initial stack test is insufficient as monitoring with a CEMS being more appropriate and the need for a CEMS should be evaluated for this site in particular. The EPA commented further that testing or monitoring of the efficiency of any add on controls is needed. Response The rule was revised at adoption to require the use of a CEMS to directly monitor sulfur emissions, which minimizes the need for extensive performance testing; however, an initial performance test as well as relativ
	The EPA commented that an initial stack test is insufficient as monitoring with a CEMS being more appropriate and the need for a CEMS should be evaluated for this site in particular. The EPA commented further that testing or monitoring of the efficiency of any add on controls is needed. Response The rule was revised at adoption to require the use of a CEMS to directly monitor sulfur emissions, which minimizes the need for extensive performance testing; however, an initial performance test as well as relativ
	The EPA commented that an initial stack test is insufficient as monitoring with a CEMS being more appropriate and the need for a CEMS should be evaluated for this site in particular. The EPA commented further that testing or monitoring of the efficiency of any add on controls is needed. Response The rule was revised at adoption to require the use of a CEMS to directly monitor sulfur emissions, which minimizes the need for extensive performance testing; however, an initial performance test as well as relativ
	that the records of calculations of sulfur content of materials pro-cessed on an hourly basis are required in §112.306(6) and stated that this only works if the sulfur content of fuels and raw materi-als are tested hourly. Response Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, the daily testing provisions in §112.303 are not needed and are removed at adoption. Changes to §112.306 are also made at adoption, as discussed for that rule section, to account for the recordke
	that the records of calculations of sulfur content of materials pro-cessed on an hourly basis are required in §112.306(6) and stated that this only works if the sulfur content of fuels and raw materi-als are tested hourly. Response Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, the daily testing provisions in §112.303 are not needed and are removed at adoption. Changes to §112.306 are also made at adoption, as discussed for that rule section, to account for the recordke



	Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, §112.304(d) is not needed and is re-moved at adoption. No change was made in response to this comment. Comment The EPA commented that §112.304(f) should be clarified on the parameters that should be analyzed for raw materials. Response Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, §112.304(f) is not needed and is re-moved at adoption. No change was made in response to this comment. Com
	Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, §112.304(d) is not needed and is re-moved at adoption. No change was made in response to this comment. Comment The EPA commented that §112.304(f) should be clarified on the parameters that should be analyzed for raw materials. Response Because Arcosa committed to installing a CEMS to continuously monitor SO2 emissions, §112.304(f) is not needed and is re-moved at adoption. No change was made in response to this comment. Com
	The lack of the word "dioxide" was an inadvertent omission in §112.306(7). However, because this paragraph is removed at adoption, as discussed for the prior comment, no change is made to the rule in response to this comment. §112.308 Comment The EPA commented that a more expeditious schedule for com-plying with the rule provisions should be provided. Response The TCEQ has evaluated the possibility of requiring compliance sooner than January 1, 2025, and determined that an earlier compliance date is not pra

	methods and procedures to be used in determining violations of and procedures to be used in determining compliance. The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.100. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Alon USA Big Spring Refinery, which is located at 200 Refinery Road in Big Spring, Texas in the Howard County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources 
	methods and procedures to be used in determining violations of and procedures to be used in determining compliance. The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.100. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Alon USA Big Spring Refinery, which is located at 200 Refinery Road in Big Spring, Texas in the Howard County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources 
	methods and procedures to be used in determining violations of and procedures to be used in determining compliance. The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.100. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Alon USA Big Spring Refinery, which is located at 200 Refinery Road in Big Spring, Texas in the Howard County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources 
	(b) The North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR), Crude Flare (EPN 02CRUDEFLR), Reformer Flare (EPN 05REFMFLR), and South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) may only combust pipeline quality natural gas or combust a refinery gas stream with a maximum sulfur content of 162 parts per million by volume as hydrogen sulfide deter-mined hourly on a three-hour rolling average except as provided for in 40 Code of Federal Regulations §60.103a(h). (c) North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR) emissions may not exceed 25.00 lb/hr SOduring norma
	(b) The North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR), Crude Flare (EPN 02CRUDEFLR), Reformer Flare (EPN 05REFMFLR), and South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) may only combust pipeline quality natural gas or combust a refinery gas stream with a maximum sulfur content of 162 parts per million by volume as hydrogen sulfide deter-mined hourly on a three-hour rolling average except as provided for in 40 Code of Federal Regulations §60.103a(h). (c) North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR) emissions may not exceed 25.00 lb/hr SOduring norma
	(b) The North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR), Crude Flare (EPN 02CRUDEFLR), Reformer Flare (EPN 05REFMFLR), and South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) may only combust pipeline quality natural gas or combust a refinery gas stream with a maximum sulfur content of 162 parts per million by volume as hydrogen sulfide deter-mined hourly on a three-hour rolling average except as provided for in 40 Code of Federal Regulations §60.103a(h). (c) North East Flare (EPN 14NEASTFLR) emissions may not exceed 25.00 lb/hr SOduring norma
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	(f) South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) emissions may not ex-ceed 118.70 lb/hr SO2 during normal operations, and the following lim-its apply during authorized MSS activities; (1) emissions may be equal to or greater than 118.71 lb/hr SO2 but less than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than four calendar days each year; (2) emissions may be equal to or greater than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 but less than 500.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than 12 calendar days each ye
	(f) South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) emissions may not ex-ceed 118.70 lb/hr SO2 during normal operations, and the following lim-its apply during authorized MSS activities; (1) emissions may be equal to or greater than 118.71 lb/hr SO2 but less than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than four calendar days each year; (2) emissions may be equal to or greater than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 but less than 500.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than 12 calendar days each ye
	(f) South Flare (EPN 16SOUTHFLR) emissions may not ex-ceed 118.70 lb/hr SO2 during normal operations, and the following lim-its apply during authorized MSS activities; (1) emissions may be equal to or greater than 118.71 lb/hr SO2 but less than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than four calendar days each year; (2) emissions may be equal to or greater than 250.01 lb/hr SO2 but less than 500.01 lb/hr SO2 in any hour within a calendar day for no more than 12 calendar days each ye
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	(C) The AMOC application must include a demonstra-tion that satisfies the following requirements. (i) The modeled impacts of all sources affected by the AMOC plan demonstrate no net increase in ground-level concen-tration, which for purposes of this subparagraph means no net increase in modeled off-property concentration of SO2, on a highest, first-high basis, at any receptor, i, in excess of the lesser of: (I) GLC crit,i,  as defined in the following equation;or Figure 30 TAC §112.102(i)(3)(C)(i)(I) (II) a
	(C) The AMOC application must include a demonstra-tion that satisfies the following requirements. (i) The modeled impacts of all sources affected by the AMOC plan demonstrate no net increase in ground-level concen-tration, which for purposes of this subparagraph means no net increase in modeled off-property concentration of SO2, on a highest, first-high basis, at any receptor, i, in excess of the lesser of: (I) GLC crit,i,  as defined in the following equation;or Figure 30 TAC §112.102(i)(3)(C)(i)(I) (II) a
	(C) The AMOC application must include a demonstra-tion that satisfies the following requirements. (i) The modeled impacts of all sources affected by the AMOC plan demonstrate no net increase in ground-level concen-tration, which for purposes of this subparagraph means no net increase in modeled off-property concentration of SO2, on a highest, first-high basis, at any receptor, i, in excess of the lesser of: (I) GLC crit,i,  as defined in the following equation;or Figure 30 TAC §112.102(i)(3)(C)(i)(I) (II) a



	(C) All representations with regard to the AMOC plan, as well as any provisions attached to the AMOC plan, become condi-tions upon which the subsequent AMOC plan is issued. If the AMOC plan is approved by the executive director and the EPA, the owner or operator may not vary from such representation or provision if the change will cause a change in the method of control of emissions, the character of the emissions, or will result in an increase in the discharge of the various emissions. If the AMOC plan is 
	(C) All representations with regard to the AMOC plan, as well as any provisions attached to the AMOC plan, become condi-tions upon which the subsequent AMOC plan is issued. If the AMOC plan is approved by the executive director and the EPA, the owner or operator may not vary from such representation or provision if the change will cause a change in the method of control of emissions, the character of the emissions, or will result in an increase in the discharge of the various emissions. If the AMOC plan is 
	(C) All representations with regard to the AMOC plan, as well as any provisions attached to the AMOC plan, become condi-tions upon which the subsequent AMOC plan is issued. If the AMOC plan is approved by the executive director and the EPA, the owner or operator may not vary from such representation or provision if the change will cause a change in the method of control of emissions, the character of the emissions, or will result in an increase in the discharge of the various emissions. If the AMOC plan is 
	(C) All representations with regard to the AMOC plan, as well as any provisions attached to the AMOC plan, become condi-tions upon which the subsequent AMOC plan is issued. If the AMOC plan is approved by the executive director and the EPA, the owner or operator may not vary from such representation or provision if the change will cause a change in the method of control of emissions, the character of the emissions, or will result in an increase in the discharge of the various emissions. If the AMOC plan is 
	(C) All representations with regard to the AMOC plan, as well as any provisions attached to the AMOC plan, become condi-tions upon which the subsequent AMOC plan is issued. If the AMOC plan is approved by the executive director and the EPA, the owner or operator may not vary from such representation or provision if the change will cause a change in the method of control of emissions, the character of the emissions, or will result in an increase in the discharge of the various emissions. If the AMOC plan is 


	director's final decision. Such notification must be in writing and must include a statement of the reason(s) for the disapproval and a specific listing of changes to the AMOC plan needed to overcome the disap-proval. Any time prior to the expiration of the 45-day period, the EPA may notify the executive director that no disapproval is forthcoming. Upon receipt of a timely EPA disapproval, the executive director shall void or revise the AMOC plan and reissue the notice as required by paragraph (6) of this s

	(7) Review of Approved AMOC Plans and Termination of AMOC Plans. (A) For the purposes of this subsection, compliance date means the date by which a source must comply with new or modified sections of this subchapter. (B) Unless revised to reflect new regulatory require-ments, an AMOC plan becomes void on the compliance date specified for a new or modified section of this subchapter affecting a source subject to an AMOC plan. (C) The holder of an AMOC plan shall comply with the requirements of this subchapte
	(7) Review of Approved AMOC Plans and Termination of AMOC Plans. (A) For the purposes of this subsection, compliance date means the date by which a source must comply with new or modified sections of this subchapter. (B) Unless revised to reflect new regulatory require-ments, an AMOC plan becomes void on the compliance date specified for a new or modified section of this subchapter affecting a source subject to an AMOC plan. (C) The holder of an AMOC plan shall comply with the requirements of this subchapte
	(7) Review of Approved AMOC Plans and Termination of AMOC Plans. (A) For the purposes of this subsection, compliance date means the date by which a source must comply with new or modified sections of this subchapter. (B) Unless revised to reflect new regulatory require-ments, an AMOC plan becomes void on the compliance date specified for a new or modified section of this subchapter affecting a source subject to an AMOC plan. (C) The holder of an AMOC plan shall comply with the requirements of this subchapte


	(i) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording total sulfur (including sulfur dioxide (SO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and organic sulfur compounds levels) with an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, the sulfur concentra-tion must be determined in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(1) regard-less of whether these requirements are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the fol-lowing equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.103(
	(i) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording total sulfur (including sulfur dioxide (SO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and organic sulfur compounds levels) with an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, the sulfur concentra-tion must be determined in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(1) regard-less of whether these requirements are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the fol-lowing equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.103(
	(i) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording total sulfur (including sulfur dioxide (SO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and organic sulfur compounds levels) with an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, the sulfur concentra-tion must be determined in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(1) regard-less of whether these requirements are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the fol-lowing equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.103(



	(2) perform initial and subsequent testing of monitoring de-vices required by §112.103 of this title in accordance with the manu-facturer's specifications to ensure that the required monitoring instru-mentation is properly calibrated and functional. Initial testing must be completed by the applicable compliance date in §112.108 of this ti-tle. If a monitoring device was previously tested in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and a record is available to document proper procedures were followe
	(2) perform initial and subsequent testing of monitoring de-vices required by §112.103 of this title in accordance with the manu-facturer's specifications to ensure that the required monitoring instru-mentation is properly calibrated and functional. Initial testing must be completed by the applicable compliance date in §112.108 of this ti-tle. If a monitoring device was previously tested in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and a record is available to document proper procedures were followe
	(2) perform initial and subsequent testing of monitoring de-vices required by §112.103 of this title in accordance with the manu-facturer's specifications to ensure that the required monitoring instru-mentation is properly calibrated and functional. Initial testing must be completed by the applicable compliance date in §112.108 of this ti-tle. If a monitoring device was previously tested in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and a record is available to document proper procedures were followe
	(2) perform initial and subsequent testing of monitoring de-vices required by §112.103 of this title in accordance with the manu-facturer's specifications to ensure that the required monitoring instru-mentation is properly calibrated and functional. Initial testing must be completed by the applicable compliance date in §112.108 of this ti-tle. If a monitoring device was previously tested in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and a record is available to document proper procedures were followe
	(2) perform initial and subsequent testing of monitoring de-vices required by §112.103 of this title in accordance with the manu-facturer's specifications to ensure that the required monitoring instru-mentation is properly calibrated and functional. Initial testing must be completed by the applicable compliance date in §112.108 of this ti-tle. If a monitoring device was previously tested in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and a record is available to document proper procedures were followe


	(a) If a source subject to an emissions limit in §112.102 of this title (relating to Control Requirements) exceeds an applicable emission limit or fails to meet a required stack parameter, the owner or opera-tor shall submit to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Regional Office for the area where the plant is located a report by March 31 of the year after an exceedance occurs documenting the excess emissions during the preceding calendar year, including, but not limited to, the following: 
	(a) If a source subject to an emissions limit in §112.102 of this title (relating to Control Requirements) exceeds an applicable emission limit or fails to meet a required stack parameter, the owner or opera-tor shall submit to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Regional Office for the area where the plant is located a report by March 31 of the year after an exceedance occurs documenting the excess emissions during the preceding calendar year, including, but not limited to, the following: 
	(a) If a source subject to an emissions limit in §112.102 of this title (relating to Control Requirements) exceeds an applicable emission limit or fails to meet a required stack parameter, the owner or opera-tor shall submit to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) Regional Office for the area where the plant is located a report by March 31 of the year after an exceedance occurs documenting the excess emissions during the preceding calendar year, including, but not limited to, the following: 




	§112.108. Compliance Schedules. The owner or operator shall comply with the requirements applicable to FCCU ESP Stack (EPN 06ESPPCV), No. 2 SRU Incinerator Vent (EPN 69TGINC), and No. 1 SRU Incinerator Vent (EPN 71TGINC) no later than November 1, 2023. The owner or operator shall comply with the requirements of this division applicable to all other sources no later than January 1, 2025. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's leg
	§112.108. Compliance Schedules. The owner or operator shall comply with the requirements applicable to FCCU ESP Stack (EPN 06ESPPCV), No. 2 SRU Incinerator Vent (EPN 69TGINC), and No. 1 SRU Incinerator Vent (EPN 71TGINC) no later than November 1, 2023. The owner or operator shall comply with the requirements of this division applicable to all other sources no later than January 1, 2025. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's leg


	The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.110. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant, which is located at 1211 North Midway Road in Big Spring, Texas, in the Howard County sul-fur dioxide nonattainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentati
	The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.110. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant, which is located at 1211 North Midway Road in Big Spring, Texas, in the Howard County sul-fur dioxide nonattainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentati
	The adopted new sections implement TWC, §5.103 and §5.105 and THSC, §§382.002, 382.011, 382.012, 382.015, 382.016, 382.017, and 382.021. §112.110. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the Tokai Big Spring Carbon Black Plant, which is located at 1211 North Midway Road in Big Spring, Texas, in the Howard County sul-fur dioxide nonattainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentati

	(5) On-line--Not "off-line," as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection. (6) Production unit--The combined equipment used in the manufacture of carbon black, including but not limited to, carbon black oil furnaces or reactors, bag unit filters, cyclones, fans, and carbon black dryers as specified in this rule. Production Units 1 and 2 con-sist of nine carbon black oil furnaces that produce tail gas and five car-bon black dryers that combust tail gas and exhaust emissions through Dryer Stack Units Nos. 1
	(5) On-line--Not "off-line," as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection. (6) Production unit--The combined equipment used in the manufacture of carbon black, including but not limited to, carbon black oil furnaces or reactors, bag unit filters, cyclones, fans, and carbon black dryers as specified in this rule. Production Units 1 and 2 con-sist of nine carbon black oil furnaces that produce tail gas and five car-bon black dryers that combust tail gas and exhaust emissions through Dryer Stack Units Nos. 1
	(5) On-line--Not "off-line," as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection. (6) Production unit--The combined equipment used in the manufacture of carbon black, including but not limited to, carbon black oil furnaces or reactors, bag unit filters, cyclones, fans, and carbon black dryers as specified in this rule. Production Units 1 and 2 con-sist of nine carbon black oil furnaces that produce tail gas and five car-bon black dryers that combust tail gas and exhaust emissions through Dryer Stack Units Nos. 1
	(5) On-line--Not "off-line," as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection. (6) Production unit--The combined equipment used in the manufacture of carbon black, including but not limited to, carbon black oil furnaces or reactors, bag unit filters, cyclones, fans, and carbon black dryers as specified in this rule. Production Units 1 and 2 con-sist of nine carbon black oil furnaces that produce tail gas and five car-bon black dryers that combust tail gas and exhaust emissions through Dryer Stack Units Nos. 1
	(5) On-line--Not "off-line," as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection. (6) Production unit--The combined equipment used in the manufacture of carbon black, including but not limited to, carbon black oil furnaces or reactors, bag unit filters, cyclones, fans, and carbon black dryers as specified in this rule. Production Units 1 and 2 con-sist of nine carbon black oil furnaces that produce tail gas and five car-bon black dryers that combust tail gas and exhaust emissions through Dryer Stack Units Nos. 1


	(h) After construction and commencement of operation, if au-thorized, Flare 4 (EPN FLARE 4) must have a stack height of 60.35 me-ters and must be located at Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-ordinates UTM East Meters 273185 and UTM North Meters 3573987 in UTM Zone 14. (i) Incinerator + HRSG (EPN 13A) must have a stack height of 65.00 meters no later than the compliance date in §112.118 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (j) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control 
	(h) After construction and commencement of operation, if au-thorized, Flare 4 (EPN FLARE 4) must have a stack height of 60.35 me-ters and must be located at Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-ordinates UTM East Meters 273185 and UTM North Meters 3573987 in UTM Zone 14. (i) Incinerator + HRSG (EPN 13A) must have a stack height of 65.00 meters no later than the compliance date in §112.118 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (j) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control 
	(h) After construction and commencement of operation, if au-thorized, Flare 4 (EPN FLARE 4) must have a stack height of 60.35 me-ters and must be located at Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-ordinates UTM East Meters 273185 and UTM North Meters 3573987 in UTM Zone 14. (i) Incinerator + HRSG (EPN 13A) must have a stack height of 65.00 meters no later than the compliance date in §112.118 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (j) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control 



	(4) for each production unit, the ratio of quantities in para-graphs (1) and (3) of this subsection, identified as "π ", which is thesplit coefficient fortheincin   Incinerator + HRSG and for Flare 4 used in the calculations in subsection (b) of this section; and (5) for each production unit, the ratio of quantities in para-graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, identified as "πdryer ", which is thesplit coefficient for the dryers used in the calculations in subsection (b) of this section. (f) The owner or 
	this title (relating to Control Requirements) for sulfur dioxide, except for flares, while the associated sources are firing tail gas, by the com-pliance date in §112.118 of this of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). The owner or operator shall perform additional perfor-mance tests at least every five years. (b) The owner or operator shall use the methods provided in §112.115 of this title (relating to Approved Test Methods) for the initial demonstration of compliance test required under subsect
	this title (relating to Control Requirements) for sulfur dioxide, except for flares, while the associated sources are firing tail gas, by the com-pliance date in §112.118 of this of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). The owner or operator shall perform additional perfor-mance tests at least every five years. (b) The owner or operator shall use the methods provided in §112.115 of this title (relating to Approved Test Methods) for the initial demonstration of compliance test required under subsect


	(5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.112 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); and (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit: (A) records of the identification of each furnace on-line each minute of each block one-hour period; (B) records of the applicable emission limit of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as determined by §112.112 of this title during the block one-hour period, including any calc
	(5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.112 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); and (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit: (A) records of the identification of each furnace on-line each minute of each block one-hour period; (B) records of the applicable emission limit of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as determined by §112.112 of this title during the block one-hour period, including any calc
	(5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.112 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); and (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit: (A) records of the identification of each furnace on-line each minute of each block one-hour period; (B) records of the applicable emission limit of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as determined by §112.112 of this title during the block one-hour period, including any calc
	(5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.112 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); and (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit: (A) records of the identification of each furnace on-line each minute of each block one-hour period; (B) records of the applicable emission limit of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as determined by §112.112 of this title during the block one-hour period, including any calc
	(5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.112 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); and (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit: (A) records of the identification of each furnace on-line each minute of each block one-hour period; (B) records of the applicable emission limit of sulfur dioxide (SO2) as determined by §112.112 of this title during the block one-hour period, including any calc


	audit (FSA) of all SO2 sources subject to §112.110 of this title (relating to Applicability). (1) Within 90 calendar days after the date of the notifica-tion, the owner or operator shall submit the FSA, including recom-mended provisional SO2 emission control strategies as necessary, to the executive director of the TCEQ. (2) As part of the FSA, the owner or operator shall conduct a root cause analysis of the circumstances surrounding the cause of the determination of failure to attain or failure to meet RFP
	audit (FSA) of all SO2 sources subject to §112.110 of this title (relating to Applicability). (1) Within 90 calendar days after the date of the notifica-tion, the owner or operator shall submit the FSA, including recom-mended provisional SO2 emission control strategies as necessary, to the executive director of the TCEQ. (2) As part of the FSA, the owner or operator shall conduct a root cause analysis of the circumstances surrounding the cause of the determination of failure to attain or failure to meet RFP




	which authorizes the commission to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purpose of the Texas Clean Air Act. The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §3
	which authorizes the commission to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purpose of the Texas Clean Air Act. The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §3
	which authorizes the commission to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purpose of the Texas Clean Air Act. The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §3
	(2) Continuous Monitoring--Monitoring for which read-ings are recorded at least once every 15 minutes. (3) Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide (SO2) nonattainment area--The portion of Hutchinson County designated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as nonattainment for the 2010 SO2 National Ambient Air Quality Standard, 40 Code of Federal Regulations §81.344. §112.202. Control Requirements. (a) Sulfolene Handling Area (EPN F-M2A) emissions may not exceed the following: (1) the emissions from t
	(2) Continuous Monitoring--Monitoring for which read-ings are recorded at least once every 15 minutes. (3) Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide (SO2) nonattainment area--The portion of Hutchinson County designated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as nonattainment for the 2010 SO2 National Ambient Air Quality Standard, 40 Code of Federal Regulations §81.344. §112.202. Control Requirements. (a) Sulfolene Handling Area (EPN F-M2A) emissions may not exceed the following: (1) the emissions from t
	(2) Continuous Monitoring--Monitoring for which read-ings are recorded at least once every 15 minutes. (3) Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide (SO2) nonattainment area--The portion of Hutchinson County designated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as nonattainment for the 2010 SO2 National Ambient Air Quality Standard, 40 Code of Federal Regulations §81.344. §112.202. Control Requirements. (a) Sulfolene Handling Area (EPN F-M2A) emissions may not exceed the following: (1) the emissions from t



	accuracy of ±5% that are installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated according to the manufacturer's specifications. (d) The owner or operator shall calculate the SOFlare emissions from North  (EPN FL-1) South Flare2 (EPN FL-2) using the fol-lowing equation with the addition of 0.015 pound per hour of SOeach2 to  hourly calculation of SOemissions from the South Flare: Figure: 30 TAC §112.203(d)2  (e) Continuous monitoring data collected in accordance with requirements in this subsection must undergo an 
	accuracy of ±5% that are installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated according to the manufacturer's specifications. (d) The owner or operator shall calculate the SOFlare emissions from North  (EPN FL-1) South Flare2 (EPN FL-2) using the fol-lowing equation with the addition of 0.015 pound per hour of SOeach2 to  hourly calculation of SOemissions from the South Flare: Figure: 30 TAC §112.203(d)2  (e) Continuous monitoring data collected in accordance with requirements in this subsection must undergo an 
	accuracy of ±5% that are installed, calibrated, maintained, and operated according to the manufacturer's specifications. (d) The owner or operator shall calculate the SOFlare emissions from North  (EPN FL-1) South Flare2 (EPN FL-2) using the fol-lowing equation with the addition of 0.015 pound per hour of SOeach2 to  hourly calculation of SOemissions from the South Flare: Figure: 30 TAC §112.203(d)2  (e) Continuous monitoring data collected in accordance with requirements in this subsection must undergo an 
	emission rate calculations from this monitoring, as well as the specific time periods that each flare was in use; and (3) documentation of any period that emission limits or standards were exceeded and copies of required exceedance reports submitted to the appropriate Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Regional Office. §112.207. Reporting Requirements. (a) For a source that is subject to an emissions limit in §112.202 of this title (relating to Control Requirements) and that exceeds an applicable emi


	during the time period that the EPA evaluated in making the failure to attain determination. §112.208. Compliance Schedules. The owner or operator of a source subject to §112.200 of this title (re-lating to Applicability) shall comply with the requirements of this di-vision no later than January 1, 2025. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-thority. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 7, 2022. T
	during the time period that the EPA evaluated in making the failure to attain determination. §112.208. Compliance Schedules. The owner or operator of a source subject to §112.200 of this title (re-lating to Applicability) shall comply with the requirements of this di-vision no later than January 1, 2025. The agency certifies that legal counsel has reviewed the adop-tion and found it to be a valid exercise of the agency's legal au-thority. Filed with the Office of the Secretary of State on October 7, 2022. T


	§112.210. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the IACX Rock Creek Gas Plant, which is located at 1000 West Tenth Street in Borger, Texas in the Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentation changes. (b) Affected sources are designated by the source name and emission point number (EPN) used in the site's New Source Review (NSR) permit
	§112.210. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the IACX Rock Creek Gas Plant, which is located at 1000 West Tenth Street in Borger, Texas in the Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentation changes. (b) Affected sources are designated by the source name and emission point number (EPN) used in the site's New Source Review (NSR) permit
	§112.210. Applicability. (a) The requirements in this division apply to affected sources at the IACX Rock Creek Gas Plant, which is located at 1000 West Tenth Street in Borger, Texas in the Hutchinson County sulfur dioxide nonat-tainment area. Affected sources will remain subject to this division regardless of ownership, operational control, or other documentation changes. (b) Affected sources are designated by the source name and emission point number (EPN) used in the site's New Source Review (NSR) permit

	are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare or incinerator, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the following equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.213(a)(1)(A) (B) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording H2S to an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, determine the H2S concentration in the flared gas stream, derive an inlet flare or incinerator gas total sulfur concentration for each monitored hourly H2S concentration in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(2)
	are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare or incinerator, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the following equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.213(a)(1)(A) (B) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording H2S to an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, determine the H2S concentration in the flared gas stream, derive an inlet flare or incinerator gas total sulfur concentration for each monitored hourly H2S concentration in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(2)
	are otherwise applicable or exempt the flare or incinerator, and hourly SO2 emissions must be determined using the following equation; or Figure: 30 TAC §112.213(a)(1)(A) (B) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording H2S to an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, determine the H2S concentration in the flared gas stream, derive an inlet flare or incinerator gas total sulfur concentration for each monitored hourly H2S concentration in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(2)
	(2) The owner or operator shall conduct initial performance testing by the compliance date in §112.218 of this title. During perfor-mance testing, the owner or operator shall operate the source at the maximum rated capacity, or as near thereto as practicable. The owner or operator shall conduct additional performance tests on the inciner-ator at least every five years after the compliance date to ensure the accuracy of the monitors for the gas stream sent to the incinerator or flare. (3) The owner or operat
	(2) The owner or operator shall conduct initial performance testing by the compliance date in §112.218 of this title. During perfor-mance testing, the owner or operator shall operate the source at the maximum rated capacity, or as near thereto as practicable. The owner or operator shall conduct additional performance tests on the inciner-ator at least every five years after the compliance date to ensure the accuracy of the monitors for the gas stream sent to the incinerator or flare. (3) The owner or operat
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	(5) a written statement, signed by the owner or operator, certifying the accuracy and completeness of the information contained in the report. (b) The owner or operator shall submit a copy of each perfor-mance test report to the appropriate TCEQ regional office and any local air pollution control agency having jurisdiction for the area where the plant is located within 60 days after completion of the test. (c) After the effective date of a determination by the Environ-mental Protection Agency (EPA) that the
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	DIVISION 3. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ORION BORGER CARBON BLACK PLANT 30 TAC §§112.220 -112.228 Statutory Authority The new sections are adopted under Texas Water Code (TWC), §5.103, concerning Rules, and §5.105, concerning General Pol-icy, which authorize the commission to adopt rules necessary to carry out its powers and duties under the TWC; and under Texas Health and Safety Code (THSC), §382.017, concerning Rules, which authorizes the commission to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purpose of the Te

	(2) Unit 1 Reactor/Flare (EPN E-10FL) in NSR Permit 8780 dated March 24, 2015; (3) Unit 2 Reactor/Flare (EPN E-20FL) in NSR Permit 8780 dated March 24, 2015; (4) Unit 4 Reactor/Flare (EPN E-40FL) in NSR Permit 8780 dated March 24, 2015; and (5) Combined Flare (EPN CFL) if authorized and con-structed. §112.221. Definitions. Unless specifically defined in the Texas Clean Air Act (Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382), or in §101.1 or §112.1 of this title (re-lating to Definitions, respectively), the term
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	(2) be constructed with a stack height of 65.00 meters and must be located at Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates UTM East Meters 279745.85 and UTM North Meters 3949549.50 in UTM Zone 14. (f) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control under the provisions of §112.232(k) of this title (relating to Control Requirements). §112.223. Monitoring Requirements. (a) The owner or operator shall install, calibrate, and maintain a continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS) to continu
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	(i) Minor modifications to monitoring methods may be ap-proved by the executive director. Monitoring methods other than those specified in this section may be used if approved by the executive director and validated by 40 CFR Part 63, Appendix A, Test Method 301. For the purposes of this subsection, substitute "executive direc-tor" in each place that Test Method 301 references "administrator." These validation procedures may be waived by the executive director or a different protocol may be granted for site
	(3) daily records of sulfur content by weight of the carbon black produced for each grade of carbon black produced by each carbon black production unit; (4) records of continuous carbon black oil feedstock flow rates for each carbon black production unit; (5) records of continuous tail gas volumetric flow rates to each tail gas combustion device covered by §112.222 of this title (re-lating to Control Requirements); (6) for each block one-hour period of operation of a carbon black production unit, the requir
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	(1) Within 90 calendar days after the date of the notifica-tion, the owner or operator shall submit the FSA, including recom-mended provisional SO the2emissiondirector  control strategies asnecessary, to the executive  of  TCEQ. (2) As part of the FSA, the owner or operator shall conduct a root cause analysis of the circumstances surrounding the cause of the determination of failure to attain or failure to meet RFP, including a review and consideration of the following: (A) for all causes of the determinati
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	with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §382.012, concerning State Air Control Plan, which authorizes the commission to prepare and develop a general, comprehensive plan for the proper control of the state's air; THSC, §382.014, concerning Emission Inventory, which au-thorizes the commission to require companies whose activities cause e
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	sources included as EPN FLEX_R_CAP in the attainment demonstra-tion modeling); and (7) EPN 12E1, EPN 12E2, EPN 12E3, EPN 12E4, EPN 12E5, EPN 12E6, EPN 12E7, EPN 7E1, EPN 7E2, EPN 7E3, EPN 7E4, EPN 7E5, EPN 7E6, EPN 10H1, EPN 19B1/19H1, EPN 19B1/19H2, EPN 19H3, EPN 19B2/19H4, EPN 19H5, EPN 19H6, EPN 2H1, EPN 2H2, EPN 22H1, EPN 26H1, EPN 28H1, EPN 29H4, EPN 36H1, EPN 40H1, EPN 4H2, EPN 42H1, EPN 42H2, EPN 50H1, EPN 5H1, EPN 6H1, EPN 7H1-4, EPN 9H1, EPN 93E1, EPN 93E2, EPN 98H1, EPN 51H1, EPN 4H1, EPN 6H3, EPN
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	(h) Unit 29 FCCU Stack (EPN 29P1) emissions may not ex-ceed 97.37 lb/hr SO2 on a seven-day rolling average. (i) EPN 40P1 (Unit 40 FCCU Stack (EPN 40P1) emissions may not exceed 101.37 lb/hr SO2 on a seven-day rolling average. (j) Unless otherwise specified, compliance with the emission limits in this section must be calculated on a block one-hour average basis. (k) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control (AMOC) as follows. (1) Permitting Requirements. Compliance with this sub-section
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	(h) Unit 29 FCCU Stack (EPN 29P1) emissions may not ex-ceed 97.37 lb/hr SO2 on a seven-day rolling average. (i) EPN 40P1 (Unit 40 FCCU Stack (EPN 40P1) emissions may not exceed 101.37 lb/hr SO2 on a seven-day rolling average. (j) Unless otherwise specified, compliance with the emission limits in this section must be calculated on a block one-hour average basis. (k) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control (AMOC) as follows. (1) Permitting Requirements. Compliance with this sub-section



	fied in Appendix W to 40 CFR §51.1 and what was used in the modeling for the corresponding SIP revision. (D) The AMOC must be implemented and reductions created after the effective date of this rule. (E) The AMOC plan must establish control re-quirements and monitoring, testing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements consistent with and no less stringent than the applicable requirements of this subchapter for all sources in the plan that render the proposed control requirements enforceable. (4) Procedures
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	fied in Appendix W to 40 CFR §51.1 and what was used in the modeling for the corresponding SIP revision. (D) The AMOC must be implemented and reductions created after the effective date of this rule. (E) The AMOC plan must establish control re-quirements and monitoring, testing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements consistent with and no less stringent than the applicable requirements of this subchapter for all sources in the plan that render the proposed control requirements enforceable. (4) Procedures
	plan, any local air pollution control program with jurisdiction over the site affected by the AMOC plan, and the EPA regional office. (A) If the executive director makes a preliminary deter-mination to approve the AMOC plan, the notice must include a copy of the AMOC plan as preliminarily approved. (B) If the executive director makes a determination to deny the AMOC plan, the notice must include a description of the rea-sons for such determination of denial. This determination constitutes a final action of 

	(K) EPA acceptance is defined as explicit approval of the AMOC plan by the EPA, notification by the EPA to the executive director that no EPA disapproval is forthcoming, or failure of the EPA to file notice of disapproval within 45 days after the executive director's final decision to approve the AMOC plan. (6) Public Notice Format. (A) Public notice must be published in the public notice section of two successive issues of a newspaper of general circulation in or closest to the municipality in which the si
	(K) EPA acceptance is defined as explicit approval of the AMOC plan by the EPA, notification by the EPA to the executive director that no EPA disapproval is forthcoming, or failure of the EPA to file notice of disapproval within 45 days after the executive director's final decision to approve the AMOC plan. (6) Public Notice Format. (A) Public notice must be published in the public notice section of two successive issues of a newspaper of general circulation in or closest to the municipality in which the si
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	(E) Upon request, each holder of an AMOC plan shall submit to the executive director a demonstration that the plan continues to meet all applicable criteria of this subsection. (F) An AMOC holder is responsible for obtaining a new AMOC plan prior to the compliance date of any new or modified regu-lation of this subchapter that affects a source subject to an AMOC plan. (8) Inclusion of Contiguous Properties. Notwithstanding paragraph (3)(A) of this subsection, an AMOC plan may cover multi-ple sources operate
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	(B) using a separate dedicated analyzer capable of ac-curately measuring and recording H2S to an accuracy of ±5% on a continuous basis, determine the H2S concentration in the flared gas stream, derive an inlet flare gas total sulfur concentration for each mon-itored hourly H2S concentration in accordance 40 CFR §60.107a(e)(2) methodology regardless of applicability or exemptions, and calculate the SO2 emissions from each flare for each operating hour using the following equation: Figure: 30 TAC §112.233(c)(
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	the time that the monitored emission point has emissions; an owner or operator must utilize an appropriate data substitution process based on the most accurate methodology available, which is at least equivalent to engineering judgement, to obtain all missing or invalidated moni-toring data for the remaining period the monitored emission point has emissions. (f) Minor modifications to monitoring methods may be ap-proved by the executive director. Monitoring methods other than those specified in this section


	(c) For flares subject to emissions limitations or standards in §112.232 of this title (relating to Control Requirements), the owner or operator shall use flare test methods and procedures in 40 CFR §60.104a. (d) Fuel and waste gas sulfur content must be determined using American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D6667 (Determination of Total Volatile Sulfur in Gaseous Hydrocar-bons), ASTM Method D1945 (Standard Test Method for Analysis of Natural Gas by Gas Chromatography), EPA Method 15A or 
	(c) For flares subject to emissions limitations or standards in §112.232 of this title (relating to Control Requirements), the owner or operator shall use flare test methods and procedures in 40 CFR §60.104a. (d) Fuel and waste gas sulfur content must be determined using American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D6667 (Determination of Total Volatile Sulfur in Gaseous Hydrocar-bons), ASTM Method D1945 (Standard Test Method for Analysis of Natural Gas by Gas Chromatography), EPA Method 15A or 
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	(c) For flares subject to emissions limitations or standards in §112.232 of this title (relating to Control Requirements), the owner or operator shall use flare test methods and procedures in 40 CFR §60.104a. (d) Fuel and waste gas sulfur content must be determined using American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D6667 (Determination of Total Volatile Sulfur in Gaseous Hydrocar-bons), ASTM Method D1945 (Standard Test Method for Analysis of Natural Gas by Gas Chromatography), EPA Method 15A or 


	SO2 National Ambient Air Quality Standard or failed to meet reason-able further progress (RFP) pursuant to Federal Clean Air Act §179(c), 42 United States Code §7509(c), the TCEQ will notify the owner or op-erator of the failure to attain and that the contingency measures in this subsection are triggered. Once notification is received from the TCEQ, the owner or operator shall perform a full system audit (FSA) of all SOsources12.230of this2  subject to §1  title (relating to Applicability). (1) Within 90 ca
	SO2 National Ambient Air Quality Standard or failed to meet reason-able further progress (RFP) pursuant to Federal Clean Air Act §179(c), 42 United States Code §7509(c), the TCEQ will notify the owner or op-erator of the failure to attain and that the contingency measures in this subsection are triggered. Once notification is received from the TCEQ, the owner or operator shall perform a full system audit (FSA) of all SOsources12.230of this2  subject to §1  title (relating to Applicability). (1) Within 90 ca


	The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §382.012, concerning State Air Control Plan, which authorizes the commission to prepare and develop a general, compr
	The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §382.012, concerning State Air Control Plan, which authorizes the commission to prepare and develop a general, compr
	The new sections are also adopted under THSC, §382.002, concerning Policy and Purpose, which establishes the commis-sion's purpose to safeguard the state's air resources, consistent with the protection of public health, general welfare, and physi-cal property; THSC, §382.011, concerning General Powers and Duties, which authorizes the commission to control the quality of the state's air; THSC, §382.012, concerning State Air Control Plan, which authorizes the commission to prepare and develop a general, compr
	Unless specifically defined in the Texas Clean Air Act (Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 382), or in §101.1 or §112.1 of this title (re-lating to Definitions, respectively), the terms in this division have the meanings commonly used in the field of air pollution control. The fol-lowing meanings apply in this division unless the context clearly indi-cates otherwise. (1) Block one-hour average--An hourly average of data, collected starting at the beginning of each clock hour of the day and continuing unt

	(d) Tail gas may only be combusted in a source whose emis-sions are routed to the Boiler 1 and 2 Common Stack (EPN 119), Plant 1 Dryer Stack (EPN 121), Plant 2 Dryer Stack (EPN 122), Plant 1, Unit 1 Primary Bag Filter Flare (EPN Flare-1), or New Flare (EPN New Flare). (e) Sulfur or sulfur containing compounds may not be routed to EPN Flare-2, EPN Flare-3, and EPN Flare-4 on or after the compli-ance date in §112.248 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (f) If New Flare (EPN New Flare) is authori
	(d) Tail gas may only be combusted in a source whose emis-sions are routed to the Boiler 1 and 2 Common Stack (EPN 119), Plant 1 Dryer Stack (EPN 121), Plant 2 Dryer Stack (EPN 122), Plant 1, Unit 1 Primary Bag Filter Flare (EPN Flare-1), or New Flare (EPN New Flare). (e) Sulfur or sulfur containing compounds may not be routed to EPN Flare-2, EPN Flare-3, and EPN Flare-4 on or after the compli-ance date in §112.248 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (f) If New Flare (EPN New Flare) is authori
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	the compliance date in §112.248 of this title (relating to Compliance Schedules). (b) The owner or operator shall use the methods provided in §112.245 of this title (relating to Approved Test Methods) for the initial demonstration of compliance test required under subsection (a) of this section. (c) During performance testing, the owner or operator shall operate the source at the maximum rated capacity, or as near thereto as practicable. (d) The owner or operator shall conduct additional perfor-mance testin
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	(A) for all causes of the determination of failure to at-tain or failure to meet RFP, at a minimum, hourly mass emissions of SO2 from each SO2 source subject to this division; and (B) for a determination of failure to attain based on am-bient air monitor data or modeling data, at a minimum, the meteorolog-ical conditions recorded at the monitor or other relevant meteorolog-ical data, including the frequency distribution of wind direction tem-porally correlated with SO2 readings greater than 75 parts per bil
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	kiln or its control device may not be installed unless it vents through this stack. (b) Emissions from the Kiln Scrubber Stack (EPN E3-1) may not exceed 222.00 pounds per hour (lb/hr) sulfur dioxide, the temper-ature of the exhaust gas exiting from the stack may not fall below 117 degrees Fahrenheit, and the velocity of the exhaust gas exiting from the stack may not drop below 42.5 feet per second. (c) The owner or operator may request an alternate means of control (AMOC) as follows: (1) Permitting Requirem
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	(K) EPA acceptance is defined as explicit approval of the AMOC plan by the EPA, notification by the EPA to the executive director that no EPA disapproval is forthcoming, or failure of the EPA to file notice of disapproval within 45 days after the executive director's final decision to approve the AMOC plan. (6) Public Notice Format. (A) Public notice must be published in the public notice section of two successive issues of a newspaper of general circulation in or closest to the municipality in which the si
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	(E) Upon request, each holder of an AMOC plan shall submit to the executive director a demonstration that the plan continues to meet all applicable criteria of this subsection. (F) An AMOC holder is responsible for obtaining a new AMOC plan prior to the compliance date of any new or modified regu-lation of this subchapter that affects a source subject to an AMOC plan. (8) Inclusion of Contiguous Properties. Notwithstanding paragraph (3)(A) of this subsection, an AMOC plan may cover multi-ple sources operate
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	of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 60, Appendix F must be conducted using United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Test Method 6 or 6C (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A). (b) Performance tests and relative accuracy test audits must be conducted using a method in subsection (a) and EPA Test Method 2 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A) for exhaust gas flow and following the measurement site criteria of EPA Test Method 1, §11.1 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A), or EPA Test Method 19 (40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A) for e
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	from the TCEQ, the owner or operator shall perform a full system audit (FSA) of the SO2 sources subject to §112.300 of this title (relating to Applicability). (1) Within 90 calendar days after the date of the notifica-tion, the owner or operator shall submit the FSA, including recom-mended provisional SOemission control strategies as necessary, to the executive directorthe2  of  TCEQ. (2) As part of the FSA, the owner or operator shall conduct a root cause analysis of the circumstances surrounding the cause
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	The Comptroller of Public Accounts adopts an amendment to §20.381, concerning mail and messenger services, without changes to the proposed text as published in the August 5, 2022, issue of the Texas Register (47 TexReg 4664). The rule will not be republished. This amendment provides that mail equipment or private entity service contracts $10,000 in value are subject to the same re-quirements as those under $10,000 in value. Under current §20.381(f)(1), for mail equipment or private entity service con-tracts
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	The Texas Pension Review Board (PRB) adopts new 40 TAC Chapter 610, concerning Funding Soundness Restoration Plans (FSRPs). BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE The PRB adopts new 40 TAC Chapter 610, concerning Funding Soundness Restoration Plans to implement the new statutory re-quirements following the 87th Legislative Session in 2021. Sec-tions 610.11, 610.13, 610.14, 610.15, 610.20, 610.21, 610.22, 610.30, 610.31, and 610.32 are adopted without changes to the text as published in the July 29, 2022, issue of the Texas
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	applies to the current rulemaking process as one of the goals established to guide the development of the rules. Additionally, because the new statutory requirements are differ-ent from the previous statute in a variety of ways, the rules are intended to clarify different aspects of the documentation and re-porting requirements while still maintaining the flexibility needed for systems and sponsors to create an effective FSRP based on their unique situation. This approach allows for the centralized oversigh
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